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a More than buildings, more
than books, more than lectures
and examinations, education
is a matter ofpeople.
It is the people who make up
La Salle- the students and tht
teachers-who give the
college its character.
PHILADELPHIA. PENNS YLVAN I.
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In planning your educational future,
you are probably confronted with
endless questions. Not the least of
these is the question of choosing a col-
lege. One of the major purposes of this
catalogue is to provide you with suffi-
cient information about La Salle to
help you decide whether it is the
right college for you.
La Salle College is a Catholic
college for men, founded in 1863 and
conducted by the Brothers of the
Christian Schools, a religious order
dedicated solely to teaching. The
college is located at Twentieth Street
and Olney Avenue, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.
The first part of this book, "A
Profile of La Salle," attempts to tell
you in words and pictures what you
can expect when you come to La Salle.
The second part is a reference section
in which you can find requirements
for admission, probable expenses,
course descriptions, and other useful
information.
This catalogue, however, can
only begin your introduction to La
Salle. We invite you to visit the cam-
pus to complete your introduction, to
talk with faculty members and ad-
ministrators, to find out for yourself
the answers to any questions not cov-
ered here. Write the Office of Admis-
sions to arrange such a visit.
President, La Salle College
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The Historical Side
La Salle College was founded in 1863 by a group of Brothers, priests, and
laymen. The nucleus for the new college was the Academy conducted by
the Christian Brothers as an adjunct to St. Michael's School. Later the
College moved downtown to a site in the shadow of City Hall. Outgrowing
that location, La Salle moved north on Broad Street and began a 43 year
stay at the Bouvier Mansion. This dignified old brownstone at 1240 North
Broad Street had been the home of Mrs. Jacqueline Bouvier Kennedy's
ancestors.
In 1929, the expanding College made its last move. The new site on
the edge of Germantown was part of historic Belfield Farm, once the home
of American painter Charles Willson Peale. The College experienced some
difficult years in its new home as first the Depression, then the War depleted
the student population.
Just before the war ended. La Salle's enrollment was 90 students. A
year later the campus was btdging with 1200 veterans and a new chapter in
La Salle's history had begun. In meeting the postwar demand for education,
La Salle became virtually a new college.
A small college no more, La Salle reorganized its administrative struc-
ture in keeping with its new size. In 1946, the Evening Division was
founded, meeting the needs ol the metropolitan area so well that its present
enrollment equals that of the day division.
The face of the campus began a transformation that shows no sign of
ending. First came a new library, then an unending procession of residence
halls, a College Union, a Science Center, a student chapel, and still more
residence facilities. In the planning stage at present are a classroom build-
ing, a physical recreation building, and a biological field station.
This remarkable physical growth has been matched by a comparable
academic development. Studies have shown a continuing improvement in
the credentials ol each new (lass. A thriving Honors program is in opera-
tion. A $400,000 library development program has substantially increased
the library's holdings. The curriculum has been revised to provide greater
flexibility and emphasis on individual effort. Facuhs benefits and scholar-
ship aid io talented students have both increased. An exhaustive sell-study
conducted by the College between 1963 and 1966 analyzed pasl progress
and present and future needs. < ulminat ing in a ten year plan foi t ontinued
improvement in ever) facet ol leu hi ng and learning.
The Physical Side
La Salle College is spread over forty acres of ground at the crest of a hill
at Twentieth Street and Olney Avenue on the edge of historic Germantown.
To the south you look out over the expanse of trees that is Wister Woods.
Looking east, you can barely make out the busy scene that is Broad Street.
The campus may best be described as a blend of city convenience and subur-
ban atmosphere. The location can be easily reached by automobile or public
transportation from anywhere in the Philadelphia area or from surround-
ing sections of New Jersey as far north as Trenton. Yet the peaceful atmos-
phere of the campus is set by the quiet green wooded areas that border it
on two sides.
La Salle is fortunate too in having ready access to the educational facili-
ties of the Philadelphia area. "The Old Capital" contains rich cultural re-
sources in art, music, and history. Its many libraries, museums, historic
buildings, and great educational institutions offer a magnificent heritage to
the student. Nearby Germantown is the site of beautiful old homes and
memorable locations dating back to Revolutionary times.
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Visually, the mosi striking thing about the campus is the contrast be-
tween the traditional Gothic structures and the more functional lines of
contemporary architecture. The contrast might be considered symbolic of
the character of La Salle College with its century-old tradition and amazing
I
lost -war renaissance.
First of the post-war buildings to go up was the library. This modern
air-conditioned structure is already cramped for space, with a collection of
126.000 volumes and periodical files of some 525 journals.
The College Union, a great curving structure enclosing a portion of
the stadium, was next to be built. The Union is probably the busiest place
on campus. Here you can eat a meal, get a haircut, buy some books or
clothes, see a performance by a visiting celebrity, listen to a concert in the
Music Room, or perhaps even meet your future wife at a dance in the
ballroom.
The Science Center, with its vast expanses of white marble, contrasts
even more sharply with the predominantly brick buildings. Inside are the
well-equipped laboratories and lecture rooms so necessary to a vital science
program.
The residence halls, as the adjoining map indicates, ai"e slightly re-
moved from the busy classroom areas. Were it not for a few signs, you might
easily mistake them for a new apartment development. In themselves they
constitute a small city of 800 men, sharing an experience of living together
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The Human Side
More than buildings, more than books, more than lectures and examina-
tions, education is a matter of people. It is the people who make up La Salle
—the students and the teachers—who give the college its character. You may
well ask. "What are they like, these people with whom I may spend my next
four years?"
The students at La Salle come from some 150 public and private
schools, most of them in the northeastern part of the United States. The
majority come from a middle-class background and have a strong desire to
prepare for a particular career. Studies indicate that about 60 c"^ plan gradu-
ate work in their field. There is a common bond between majors in a
particular subject field that often ripens into permanent friendships.
Your teachers at La Salle are Christian Brothers, priests, and lay pro-
fessors. All of them share the same goal: to be of as much help to you, the
student, as they can be. St. La Salle's dedication to teaching is the informing
spirit of the college, and you will be conscious of this spirit in the willingness
of your professors to give that extra moment of explanation or advice which
can mean so much. While many of these men are engaged in their own
scholarship or research, their primary focus is always the classroom and
their basic obligation is to you. the student.
Making the transition between high school and college is never easy,
but at La Salle you will find many people who want to help, and who
understand some of the problems vou face perhaps better than you do your-
self.
During the summer months preceding the start of classes you will be
invited to participate in a counseling program. Several forms will be mailed
to you to complete at home and these will become part of your personal file
in the Counseling Center. Later you will come to the campus for a full day
of conferences with a Dean, a member of the military science staff, and the
counselors. At- this time vou will have an interview with your counselor to
discuss your educational and career plans. Besides this initial counseling
program, the Counseling Center offers continued diagnostic and counseling
services throughout your college years. If you are unsure of your major or
of your vocational plans, the staff is happy to assist you in making a sound
choice based on your own interests and capabilities. The Center also offers
personal counseling when requested, provides you with information about
graduate and professional schools, keeps an up-to-date file of occupational
information, extends psychiatric evaluation service, and generally seeks to
meet your needs in guidance and counseling.
Before the beginning of regular classes in September, there is a special
orientation period for freshmen to introduce you to some of the people,
places, and attitudes you \v i 1 1 find important to your college career. Faculty
and student advisers will try to help you improve your study habits, your
note-taking, and your ability to plan ahead. A recent popular innovation in
the orientation period is a seminar discussion of one of your summer read-
ings. These lively sessions under direction of faculty members are meant to
be stimulating introductions to the pleasures of intellectual exploration.
Orientation days also provide the opportunity for meeting your counselor, a
professor designated to advise you on matters affecting your academic well-
being. You will also meet upperclassmen representing the various activities
who will suggest the clubs they feel are most important to your social well-
being.
Nor is your physical well-being neglected. A College physician is always
on call, and a registered nurse is in daily attendance in the Infirmary.
Resident students are required to have a yearly physical examination, and
medical insurance is available and recommended to all students.
In your senior year, if not before, you will become acquainted with an-
other person who works for your benefit, the Director of the Placement
Bureau. His office exists to help you find employment after graduation or
part-time work while you are attending college.
All in all, you will find the human side at La Salle an important part
of your education. Long after you have forgotten painfully memorized facts
from a textbook or lecture, you will remember the teachers and students
with whom you associated in your college years.
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The Social Side
Although the social life at La Salle is varied and appealing, you will be a
wise Freshman il you keep it in perspective. The activities and sports you
participate in may enhance your education or prevent it. If you choose your
activities carefully and do not permit them to interfere with your serious
purpose, yon can make the social side of college an invaluable part of your
educational development.
Each of the activities, sports, and social and cultural events distributed
through the school year represents hours of practice or preparation. In these
hours, dedicated students often learn things that supplement their classroom
experiences. They learn to discipline themselves toward achieving a goal;
they learn to work in close association with other men; they learn judgment
and responsibility. And sometimes they simply learn how to relax and re-
lieve the tensions of the daily grind.
All of these things are important in rounding out an education. You
will miss something out of college life if you pass them all by. Athletics, for
example, may be for you a real outlet of energies and tensions, whether you
are participant or spectator. The athletic program at La Salle is arranged to
allow competition at various levels, both intercollegiate and intramural.
Varsity teams in basketball, baseball, swimming, track, cross-country, crew,
soccer, and golf have been leaders in their fields. The basketball team is
nationally known, and several brilliant individual performers in other sports
have represented the LInited States in the Olympic Games.
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Besides athletics, the social side of La Salle includes events ranging from
lectures and concerts to dances and shows. The College Union, with its fine
theater and ballroom facilities, is the focal point for most of these activities.
Among guest performers in the past have been pianist Susan Starr, actors
Hal Holbrook and Basil Rathbone, folk, singers Leon Bibb and Odetta, and
bandleaders Stan Kenton and Count Basie. The College also sponsors a
professional Music Theater each summer which has earned critical acclaim
for its productions of Broadway musicals.
Your Student Handbook will give you a complete list of the various
clubs and activities, some of which will certainly interest you. If you partici-
pate sensibly, without losing sight of your primary goal, your educational
experience will be that much richer.
1 scene from Musit Theater's production of [.truer and Loire's "Camelot."
The Academic Side
If you are like most high school students, it is not easy for you to imagine
just what your school day at college will be like. One thing you know: it will
be quite different from the traditional high school day of five or six classes
in a row. Let us imagine, then, a typical schedule at La Salle.
To begin with, your day will not always start at the same time. Some-
times you will have a first period class at 8:30; other days your first class might
be at 2:30 in the afternoon. Neither will you have the same schedule of
classes each day. On Mondav you might have only two classes, while on an-
other day you will have four. On the average, you will spend eighteen hours
a week in actual class attendance as compared to the thirty or more hours
spent in high school classes. Obviously, you will have much more "free
time" on your hands, and it is the way you use this free time that is the
key to your academic success.
The most important adjustment to collegiate life you will have to make
is in learning to budget your time wisely. No one will force you to learn;
no one can. Instead, you will be treated as a mature, intelligent young man.
You will be given assigned readings, papers, and projects in research to be
turned in by a certain date. You yourself must plan when these assignments
will be clone; you yourself must bear the responsibility for meeting
standards set by your instructors.
The standards for academic achievement are treated in some detail in
the reference section of this catalogue and need not be discussed here. The
important thing for you to realize about the academic side of your college
life is that it is the central test of your maturity and sense of responsibility.
Learning is sometimes hard work, but it is the most rewarding kind of ef-
fort, not only in grades but in the self-satisfaction of having met a difficult
challenge sin < essfully.
But the academic side of college is not just a bleak picture of "chal-
lenges," "responsibilities." and "standards." The academic side really offers
one of the deepest, most Lasting joys a man can experience—the joy o\ under-
standing.
Suddenly some pan of human experience fits into a pattern for you:
suddenly you understand "why." The best part of the joy of understanding
is that it is endless. The deeper your understanding goes, the deeper the
satisfaction you experience.
Perhaps you haven't yet discovered this kind of joy: you may even
doubt that it exists. Yet when you first experience it. you will begin to un
derstand what education is all about and why many nun willingl) devote
their lives to study and research.
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The Philosophical Side
La Salle ColU-^f is a group oi buildings—brick, marble, limestone—situated
on a hill overlooking Wister Woods. But it is also a great deal more. It is
the embodiment of several great educational traditions: the American tradi-
tion of educating men in the foundations and spirit of democracy and the
mots ol western civilization; the La Sallian tradition of dedicated teaching
.md concern lor the individual, dating hack to St. John Baptist de La Salle,
founder ol the Christian Brothers; and the Catholic tradition of striving for
the perfection of one's God-given intellectual powers.
In the light of these traditions. La Salle offers students an education
founded on the idea that man's intellectual and spiritual development go
hand in hand, complementing and fulfilling one another. The basic pur-
pose of the College is a free search for truth and the development of materi-
als and skills necessary for the search; its religious concern is an extension of
that purpose. In a company of mature teachers and scholars, the College
urges the student to confront the ultimate questions of human experience:
who he is; where his destiny lies; how he is to reach it.
La Salle is committed to a liberal education of both general and spe-
cialized studies. It wants its students to liberate themselves from narrow
interests and prejudices and to learn to observe reality with precision, judge
events and opinions critically, think logically, communicate effectively, and
sharpen esthetic perception. The curriculum involves a body of knowledge
about the universe; about man—his nature, behavior, and values: about
God. It also provides an opportunity to gain specialized knowledge in one
field of learning as a preparation for graduate study or entry into profes-
sional life. Beyond this breadth and depth of knowledge, the College en-
courages its students to seek wisdom, that is, to grasp those basic principles
which can give order to particular facts.
As a private Catholic college, La Salle pursues these aims in a reli-
giously diverse community of teachers and students interested in studying
secular subjects in their autonomy, undertaking theological study in a sys-
tematic way, and investigating what interrelations these subjects may have.
The community also engages in programs in which the students' personal,
social, and religious values may take root and in which the students may
grow in mature attitudes and behavior in all human relationships. The
ultimate hope of the College is that its graduates will be ready for informed
service and progressive leadership in their communities and will be able to




It you are well-motivated toward a college career and can show evidence of
high academic achievement and ability, there is a good chance that the
Admissions Committee will look with favor upon your application. In arriv-
ing at its decision, the Committee studies your high school record and the
scores of your College Entrance Examination Board Tests, together with
recommendations from your high school faculty, guidance counselor, and
principal. The following are the specific requirements for admission:
A. High School Units.
Applicants for admission must present a minimum of sixteen units of high
school work which should include the following:
English 4 units
Mathematics:
Algebra 8c Plane Geometry or
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The remaining six units may be distributed as follows:
1. Applicants for the Liberal Arts program may present six other units in
academic subjects.
2. Applicants for the Science and Mathematics program may present six
other units in academic subjects but including an additional unit in al-
gebra and one-half unit in trigonometry.
3. Applicants for the School of Business Administration may present six aca-
demic or commercial units, excluding typing.
B. Language Requirements.
All applicants should present two units in the same foreign language.
C. Additional Requirements.
Applicants to the freshman (lass are required to take both the morning and
afternoon tests given by the College Entrance Examination Board:




a. Level I (Standard)
b. Level II (Intensive)
3. Foreign language (to be taken by those who wish to continue the
study of the language in college).
The- results ol the- morning tests are used to determine the applicant's
qualifications lor admission: results of the English Achievement Test are
used to supplement secondar) school records ami othei test semes. These
,iik1 the remaining required \« hievemenl Tests are also used lor placement
in course pn>:4i ams.
Applicants lor tin- fall term should take the morning tests in December,
January, oi March. The' tests are also administered in \la\ and July, but
these ma\ he too late loi those who wish to apply lor the following lall term.
Applic ants who will live on campus must take the ( lollege Hoard s> ho
lastic Aptitude I est no latei than ). in u,u\ ol their senioi year.
The English Composition ^.chievemenl Test should he taken no later
than [anuai \ ol the senioi year.
The required Mathematics and Foreign Language Tests ma) he taken
on the same date, or postponed no later than the Max testing date.
Four to six weeks prior to the date of the tests the candidate for admis-
sion should write to
The Educational Testing Service
Box 592, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
or Box 1025, Berkeley 1, California 94701.
Arrangements may also be made through the principal or guidance
counselor of the applicant's high school.
Candidates for admission must request the Testing Service to forward
test scores to the Office of Admissions, La Salle College, Philadelphia, Penna.
191 H. The College Board (CEEB) and the College Scholarship Service (CSS)
code number assigned to La Salle College is 2363.
EARLY ACCEPTANCE PLAN FOR HIGH SCHOOL JUNIORS
The Committee on Admissions will considered a qualified applicant for an
early acceptance one year before he will be graduated from a secondary
school. The following credentials are required for this evaluation:
1. A completed application to La Salle College.
2. A transcript of his three-year high school scholastic and personality
records.
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3. The results of the College Hoard Scholastic Aptitude Test taken during
his junior year or the following summer.
The successful early applicant must finish his senior year of high school
with creditable grades, receive his diploma, and take the required College
Board Achievement Tests for placement in his chosen course programs.
ADVANCED PLACEMENT PROGRAM
La Salle College participates in the Advanced Placement Program of the
College Entrance Examination Board. Consequently, the College agrees to
give credit and or advanced placement to students who perform satisfacto-
rily both in college level courses taken in secondary school and in the ad-
vanced placement examinations administered by the Board. The equivalents
for the grading scale are:
5 or 4 = Advanced Credit and Advanced Placement.
3 = Same, on recommendation of departmental head.
2 = Advanced Placement only on recommendation.
1 = No Advanced Placement or Advanced Credit.
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TRANSFER STUDEN I S
Each yeai a limited number of transfer students will be admitted. The
number is limited by available space and academic restrictions. Candidates
For admission from colleges which offer courses ol study similar to those of
1 a Salle College should submit a transcript ol high school work and college
work as soon alter applying for admission as is possible. All transfer students
are required to submit the restdts of College Entrance Examination Board
Tests. A letter of appraisal from the Dean of Men of the college or univer-
sity attended is recommended in most cases.
All of these records should be in the Admissions Office at least si\t\
60) days prior to the beginning of the semester for which the student is
applying.
The previous college record of the applicant must indicate good aca-
demic standing. No applicant will be accepted whose transcript reads "Aca-
demic Probation' or Academic'' or "Disciplinary Dismissal."
A student applying for transfer from a fully accredited college or uni-
versity should have a grade point average of 2.25 or higher (on a 4.00
scale). Transfer applicants from colleges which have applied for regional
accreditation will be considered if their grade point average is 2.75 or
higher (on a 4.00 scale).
No credit is allowed for courses offered with the low'est passing grade
given at the institution from which the applicant is transferring.
A transfer student may be required to make up certain courses which
belong to the sequence required in the program of studies for which he is
applying. End of course examinations may be required to obtain credit in
some areas.
Ea Salle College participates in the newly established College-Eevel
Testing Program of the College Board. Qualified transfer students and
others with advanced preparation who wish to be considered for advanced
credit through this Program should write fear information to The College-
Eevel Testing Program, Educational Testing Service, Box 972. Princeton,
N.J. 08540.
No student admitted to advanced standing will be permitted to gradu-
ate unless he has completed his senior year as a full-time student at La Salle
College.
APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION
You may secure an application form from the Office of Admissions. When
you receive this, you will also receive another form which is to be mailed
directly to the College by your high school principal. The Office of Admis-
TfT
t
sions will notify you as soon as possible after a decision has been made on
your application. If accepted, yon are asked to send along a S50.00 deposit
with your confirmation; this amount will be credited toward your tuition
when you register and attend, but will he forfeited it you do not.
ACCOMMODATIONS FOR RESIDENTS
If yon live beyond commuting distance and are unable to live at home 01
with relatives close to the campus, you will live in the College residence
halls. After indicating on your application your intention to live on cam-
pus, you should reserve your room when you confirm your acceptance with
the required residence hall deposit.
Half of the $50.00 deposit on acceptance is credited to your Damage
Deposit Account; the remaining $25.00 is credited to your room and board
fee. Loss or damage of residence hall equipment as a result ol negligence or
improper use will be chained against this Damage Deposit. Should you
voluntarily decide not to occupy the room you have reserved, the entire
advan< e deposit is i< n Eeited.
The residence halls are attractively Furnished with all necessary furni-
ture and bed linens. You supply your own blankets and personal linens. You
must also take care ol personal laundry, dry < leaning and pressing, Many ol
the persona] items needed, such as toilet articles, laundry cases, towels, and
sportsweai . may be pun hased at the Campus Store.
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Occupancy may begin the d.i\ before registration begins and continue
until the dav after the final examination; or, in the case of seniors, until the
il.i\ aftei commencement. Residents are permitted cars on campus provided
they ha\e parental permission.
When you live on campus, your meals are served cafeteria-style in the
College Union dining halls. Since meals must be planned on the basis ot
total participation b\ the resident community, no adjustment in fees can be
expected for meals not taken on campus. Special diets for medical reasons
may be arranged through the Director of Food Services. The dining halls
are not open during school recesses at Thanksgiving, Christmas, Easter, or
between semesters. Students on campus during these periods must purchase
their meals elsewhere.
Each residence hall has several public phones. Calls for residents should
not come through the College switchboard.
Recreation for residents includes a variety of sports, the games facilities
of the Club Room, a fine films program, and a number of dances and social
events.
REGISTRATION
Registration takes place during the week before classes begin in September.
You will receive notice and complete instructions ahead of time. For students
already in attendance, there is a pre-registration period for the following
vear during the Spring semester. When pre-registering, the student should
keep in mind the fact that certain courses, especially in English and Lan-
guages, are offered in alternate years. Information about specific course
offerings may be obtained from course advisors or from the Dean of your
School.
Students who register or pre-register late must pay a penalty fee of ten
dollars.
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Expenses
In planning your college career, you will want to think carefully about the
expenses to be met and the means at your disposal to take care of them.
The College has traditionally struggled to prevent the rising cost of educa-
tion from depriving worthy students of attendance: a number of scholar-
ships are offered, part-time campus jobs are available, and, most important,
a flexible bank loan plan has been instituted to make it possible to meet ex-
penses in a series of regular payments.
The 1967-68 tuition for students carrying a normal schedule (as pre-
scribed by the curriculum) is as follows:
Programs in liberal arts or business administration SI 150.00
Programs in the sciences SI 250.00
There are no additional fees for matriculation; registration: use of
laboratories, library, athletic facilities, or dispensary services: participation
in student activities: the student newspaper: or the student identification
card for admission to athletic events. However, in the face of rising costs.
La Salle Collesre must reserve the ri^ht to amend or add to the charges at
any time and to make such changes applicable to students presently enrolled
as well as to new students.
Those taking less than a twelve credit hour schedule or more than the
normal schedule will be charged at the rate of $30.00 per semester hour.
The cost of room and board for resident students is S900.00 a year.
(Freshmen pay $925.00 to cover the extra orientation week.) This expense
may be taken care of through the Bank Loan Plan, the Guaranteed Loan
Plan, or a National Defense Student Loan. Information on these programs
can be obtained from the Financial Aid Office of the College.
All new students—freshmen, and transfers from other colleges or from
La Salle's Evening Division—should bear in mind the $25.00 fee for coun-
seling services. This fee covers all counseling and testing services provided
by the Counseling Center throughout the time you are at La Salle, includ-
ing the Pre-College Counseling Program which is required of all new stu-
dents.
The books and supplies you will need can be purchased at the Campus
Store. The estimated average cost of these items for the school year is about
$60.00. If you are not presently covered, you may also wish to enroll in the
Surgical-Medical Group Insurance Plan at a cost of $48.00 yearly. Further
information is available from the office of the Vice-President, Student Af-
fairs.
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FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS
Most students or their parents plan to meet educational expenses either
out of savings or out of income. At La Salle you may choose your financial
arrangement accordingly. You may pay the full amount on the day of regis-
tration. (One-half the yearly tuition fee falls due on the day of registration.)
On the other hand, you may wish to take advantage of the La Salle College
Bank Loan Plan to pay tuition in regular installments over a fixed period
of time. Many parents prefer this plan because it spreads the cost over current
income. The plan is flexible and can be adjusted to the level of income.
You can enter it at the beginning of any term during your college career.
You may, for example, be able to pay for your first year out of savings but
then enter the Loan Plan to finance the remaining three years out of income.
You can obtain complete information on the College Bank Loan program
from the Financial Aid Oflu e.
NATIONAL DEFENSE STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM
A limited sum lias been provided by both La Salle College and the Govern-
ment of the United States for the purpose of making loans to students under
the provisions of the National Defense Student Loan Program.
Students seeking information regarding eligibility and application
should address their inquiry to the Financial Aid Director, La Salle College,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19141.
GUARANTEED LOAN PROGRAM
This program, which is similar to the National Defense Student Loan Pro-
gram, was authorized by the Higher Education Act ol 1965. Under this
program, the student borrows directly from a bank or other financial insti-
tution instead ol through the College. The major advantage ol this program
is that it provides the student with loan insurance. Students desiring further
information on this program should direct their inquiry to the Financial
Aid Director.
PENALTY FEES
The penaltv fees is outlined below are to defray the expenses involved and
to discourage indifference toward regulations.
Late Registration Fee. Students ate required to complete their course
registration within the period set forth in the College Calendar. Late regis
tration is permitted only in the most unusual c ircumstances and requires the
permission of the Dean of the School and the payment ol a lee ol $10.00.
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Change of Roster Fee. Alter the second clay of class, a change of roster
will be permitted only with the permission of the Dean of the School, and a
payment of a fee oi S">.()0.
Delayed Examination Fee. Students are expected to take their final
examinations during the regular examination period. Final examinations
taken beyond the regular examination period require the permission of the
Dean of the S< hool and the payment of a lee of $5.00 for each examination.
GRADUATION FEE
A graduation fee ol $35.00 is due and payable on or before the fifteenth of
May preceding the candidate's graduation. The College cannot be responsi-
ble for the inclusion in the graduation program of any candidate who pays
fees after this date. The graduation fee covers the yearbook, Founder's Day
Exercises and Dinner, Baccalaureate Services, and the cost of the diploma,
the use of cap and gown, and all other expenses incidental to the com-
mencement exercises. No candidate may be recommended for a degree,
diploma, or certificate until the graduation fee and all other financial obli-
gations have been paid.
REFUND OR REMISSION OF TUITION
Under certain circumstances, the student who withdraws before the end of
a semester may receive a refund or a remission of part of the unpaid balance
of his tuition fee. Complete information on terms and conditions may be
obtained from the Business Office.
Academic Programs and Procedures
THE CORE CURRICULUM
In keeping with its objective of liberal education, La Salle requires students
in all of its programs to follow a core curriculum that includes courses in
philosophy, theology, English, modern languages, science, and social sci-
ences.
The program varies slightly, depending on whether the student is in
the area of arts, science, or business. The available options are indicated in
the program listings for the various departments, beginning on page 46.
The Science option available to Freshmen may be either Biology 117-118,
Ceology 101-102, Chemistry 101-102, or Astronomy 101-102.
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LOWER DIVISION REQUIREMENTS
To qualify for admission to the Upper Division, the student must complete
the work of the lower division with a minimum of sixty semester credit
hours and a scholastic index of 1.75. Furthermore, he must make grades of
"C" or better in those courses which are prerequisites for the advanced
work in his chosen field of concentration. Under certain circumstances a
student may be permitted to change from one lower division program to
another when his record indicates that he may profit by such a change.
Permission must be obtained from the Dean.
La Salle College, recognizing the basic importance of skill in the use of
English in the whole educational process, requires a special test of Fresh-
men completing their initial writing courses. The Freshman Composition
Test is a two-hour departmental examination in expository writing. Stu-
dents failing this test must repeat English 101; those failing the test a sec-
ond time will be asked to withdraw from the College.
UPPER DIVISION REQUIREMENTS
The general requirements of the upper division curricula are the sua essful
completion of all courses specified for the core curriculum and the required
courses in the major field as outlined by each department, including all free
electives permitted.
CLASSIFICATION OF STUDENTS
A full-time student tarries a minimum of twelve semester hours, although
normal progress toward a degree requires an average of fifteen hours a
week. A student's program will require more hours per week in some areas
of instruction, as indicated later in this catalogue.
Explained in simplest form, a semester credit hour is equal to one
lecture hour or two laboratory hours a week. If a course meets for three
lectures weekly for a semester, it is said to be a three credil course. Fifteen
weeks make one semester.
Part-time students carry a roster of less than twelve hours per week.
Students in this category will require more than the normal four years in
which to earn a degree.
Students who do not fulfil] certain admission requirements may be
admitted to follow particular courses and arc considered as special students.
They do not register for a degree-granting program. Credits earned by a
special student mav be counted towards a degree as soon as he lias met all
the requirements for admission and candidacy for a degree provided that
the < redits thus earned be applicable to his program ol studies for the degree.
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A special student cannot hold a scholarship nor take part in extracurricular
activities.
COURSE NUMBERING SYSTEM
Courses are numbered from 100 to 500. Ordinarily, courses numbered in the
one and two hundreds are given on the Lower Division, which comprises the
first four semesters or first two academic years. Courses numbered in the
three and four hundreds are ordinarily given on the Upper Division, which
includes the last four semesters or the last two academic years.
Some courses are described as two-semester courses. These are desig-
nated by consecutive numbers on a single line, e.g.. Accounting 101, 102.
Both parts of these courses must be passed to receive credit for either, and
a student must pass successfully the first part before being permitted to take
the second.
PROGRAM OF STUDIES
The program of studies prescribed by the student's adviser and approved by
the Dean of the School in which the student is enrolled is his official roster of
courses.
It is the student's responsibility to see that all the requirements of his
program are fulfilled. He should have in writing from the Dean any excep-
tions to the prescribed program which may be granted him.
A student may be permitted to change from one Lower Division pro-
gram to another, or from one area of instruction to another, only when his
previous record indicates that he may profit by such a change. In any change
of this type the student must have the written permission of his future
course adviser and the Dean of his School. This change may entail taking ap-
proved summer courses or an additional semester in college. In no case may
a student who transfers receive promotion or a degree sooner than he would
have received it had he not transferred. No degree may be received less than
one year after change of curriculum.
HONORS PROGRAM
The Honors Program is designed to provide the most academically talented
students with an enriched program of general studies that will be both
challenging and stimulating. The freshman honors student, as an apprentice
in the program, studies in honors sections of two or three required courses. If
he proves himself able and interested, he continues with honors courses in
such areas as theology, philosophy, and English, which offer more depth and
more advanced reading.
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In his last two years, the honors student may substitute an Independent
Study Course in each semester lor any regularly scheduled course except
theology or seminar. Such courses are usually given by distinguished visiting
professors. Class meetings are less frequent, and emphasis is on individual
reading and research.
"LA SALLE IN EUROPE"
Students who wotdd like to broaden their educational background by study-
ing in Europe may take advantage of the "La Salle in Europe" program.
This program offers the opportunity of completing the Junior year at the
University of Fribourg in Switzerland while receiving full credit at La Salle
for course work there. The cost of this program is approximately equal to
the regular combined tuition and residence expense at La Salle. Detailed
information is available from the Director, "La Salle in Europe."
SUMMER SCHOOL
A variety of courses are offered during the summer. A student may use these
courses to enrich his academic program, to lighten his regular schedule, to
make up failures, or, in some instances, to accelerate his progress toward a
degree.
A roster of summer courses to be offered is available around February
15 and may be obtained from the Director of the Summer School.
Properly qualified applicants from other accredited institutions are also
admitted to the Summer School.
THE RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAININC PROGRAM
The primary purpose of the ROTC is to produce commissioned officers ol
Artillery in the Reserve or Regular Army.
ROTC instruction is divided into two phases: The Basic Course and
the Advanced Course. The Basic Course consists of two academic years ol
instruction. All freshman students who are nol veterans and who meet the
following requirements are required to enroll in and complete successfully
the first year of the Basic Course. The) must be:
1. Citizens of the United States.
2. Physically qualified undei standards prescribed l>\ the Departmenl
of the Army.
'>. Ai i epted 1>\ I a s.ille ( lollege as regularly enrolled students.
4. Noi less than 11 years ol age and under 23 years at the time "l
enrollment.
5. l'ass sin h general sin vey Ol S( rcening lesis as ma\ apph .
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Students who have had previous military training may have the first
year ROTC requirement waived.
Those students who have successfully completed the Bask Course and
who are selected l>\ the Presideni <>l the College and the Professor of Mili-
tary Science, ma\ be enrolled in the Advanced Course. Eligible students
enrolled in the Basic or Advanced Courses may be deferred from induction
into the Armed Forces. Students who have not otherwise completed the
Basil Course, may enroll in the Advanced Course after completing a Basil
Summer Camp between Sophomore and Junior school years. However,
these students would not be eligible lor the two-year ROTC scholarship,
which is available to a selected few.
The Advanced Course consists of two academic years of instruction and
si\ weeks of training in a summer camp for artillery students. An average of
two hours per week are devoted to military subjects during the first year of
the Basic Course, three hours per week for the second year of the Basic
Course, and four hours per week during the Advanced Course.
Students do not receive any pay while pursuing the Basic Course.
While enrolled in the Advanced Course, students receive approximately
$50.00 per month, and, while at the Advanced Course Summer Camp, re-
ceive approximately $147.00 per month, plus food, lodging, uniforms,
equipment, medical care, and travel pay to and from the camp.
I'niforms, textbooks, and equipment are issued to the students at the
beginning of each school year and must be turned in by the students at the
end of the school year. Textbooks are issued for military subjects only.
I'niforms must be worn on scheduled drill days.
The successful completion of the first year Basic Course ROTC is a
prerequisite for a degree from La Salle College. Students are required to
maintain a satisfactory scholastic standing in all subjects to remain in the
final three years of the ROTC course.
I '[ion satisfactory completion of the ROTC course, students will be
eligible for a commission in the U.S. Army Reserve. A few outstanding
students will be eligible for a commission in the Regular Army.
Scholarships are available for four or two years to outstanding students.
Prospective students who desire information concerning the Reserve
Officers' Training Program should communicate with the Professor of Mili-
tary Science, La Salle College, Philadelphia. Pennsylvania, 19141.
ATTENDANCE POLICY
Students are expected to attend classes regularly. Absences are permitted to
provide for conditions beyond the control of the student. Ordinarily, these
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would be equal to twice the semester hours scheduled for the course; for
example, six absences in a three hour course. Attendance is noted from the
first regular class meeting regardless < » i the time of registration.
EXAMINATIONS
The last week of each semester is set apart for final examinations. Exami-
nations to measure student progress are given at mid-term. Students who,
for satisfactory reasons, fail to take a semester examination at the scheduled
time may take a delayed examination. A delayed examination permit must
be secured in the Dean's Office.
MAKE-UP EXAMINATIONS
Make-up examinations are given when an "I" grade has been received. The
"I" grade is a provisional semestral grade given by an instructor to a student
who has otherwise maintained throughout the semester a passing grade in
course, but who has failed to take the semester examination in the course for
reasons beyond his control. All "I" grades that have not been removed with-
in three weeks after the last regular examination of the semester become
"F's." In cases where it is physically impossible for this grade to be removed
within this time limit, the time may be extended only by the written per-
mission of the Dean of the School.
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GRADES
The following system of grades is used in measuring the quality of student
achievement in courses:
(below 70)A Superior (93-100) F Failure
B Very Good (84-92) I Incomplete
C Average (77-83) W Withdrawal
D Passable (70-76)
In the determination of final grades for courses, recitations, written
assignments, and the results of the final examination are considered.
The "I" grade is counted as an "F" in computing averages for the first
probation list, and it becomes a failure il it is not removed within the three
weeks following the term in which it was given, unless for serious reason the
Dean has permitted a longer delay in final examination.
The withdrawal ?rade "W" is assigned when a student withdraws from
a course with the Dean's permission before its completion. Ordinarily per-
mission for withdrawal is not granted after the period of the mid-term ex-
aminations.
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STUDENT REPORTS
A progress report is submitted to the Dean's Office by eacli instructor at the
middle of each term. Final grades are submitted at the end of a semester and
these are made part of a student's permanent record. A report of semester
grades is mailed to the student's parent or guardian within two weeks after
final examinations.
At the end of each year a report is sent to the principal of the high
school from which the student was graduated.
SCHOLARSHIP INDEX
A scholarship index system is used at La Salle to determine a student's aver-
age grade. In determining the index, each letter grade is ascribed a numeri-
cal value, called grade points. "A" is valued at 4 grade points; "B" is valued
at 3 grade points; "C" is valued at 2 grade points; "D" is valued at 1 grade
point; "F" is valued at zero grade points.
A grade point score is calculated for each course by multiplying the
numerical equivalent of the letter grade by the number of semester hours.
The index, or the average grade of all courses, is found by dividing the sum
of the grade point scores for all courses by the total number of semester
hours of course work attempted.
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ACADEMIC STANDING
First-year students are required to earn a minimum average of 1.50 to be in
good academic standing: second-year men, 1.75; third-year men, 1.90. Aver-
ages are computed at the completion of each semester.
DEANS' HONOR LIST
The Deans' Honor List is published at the termination of each semester.
Those students who have a cumulative average of 3.4 are placed on the
Deans' List. To be eligible for this list, a student must have complied with
all the regulations of the College and must be free of all academic censure.
Freshmen are not eligible for inclusion on this list.
While students on the Deans' List are excused from class attendance
regulations, they are expected to fulfill the requirements of every course
rostered. They are also eligible for courses in the College's Honors Program.
ACADEMIC CENSURE
Academic censure may assume any one of four forms, depending on the
gravity of the situation calling for scholastic discipline. An evaluation of
student records is made at the end of each semester.
(a) Warning. An official warning is given to a student who has received
"Failure" grades in one-third of the semester hours which comprised his offi-
cial roster for the semester.
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(b) Probation. A student is placed on probation when: (1) he has at-
tained a cumulative scholarship index of (a) less than 1.50 after the first or
second term of his freshman year, (b) less than 1.75 after the first or second
term of his sophomore year, (c) less than 1.90 after the first or second term
of his junior year; or (2) he has received "Failure" grades in more than one-
third of the semester hours which comprised his official roster for the semes-
ter last completed. Such a student will be continued on probation until he
has satisfied the conditions for good standing. A student on probation auto-
matically forfeits the privilege of cuts, participation in extracurricular ac-
tivities, and eligibility for class office.
(c) Suspension. This is forced withdrawal from courses and residence
with the privilege of returning at the discretion of the Dean of his School.
(d) Dismissal. This is forced withdrawal from courses and residence
without the privilege of seeking readmission.
A student is subject to dismissal: (1) when he has attained a cumulative
scholarship index of (a) less than 1.00 during his freshman year, (b) less
than 1.50 during his sophomore year, (c) less than 1.75 during his junior
year; (2) if he has received "Failure" grades in one-half of the credit hours
of his official roster for that year; (3) if he has been on probation for two
successive semesters; or (4) whenever, in the opinion of the Dean of his
School, a student shows by poor scholarship that he is no longer profiting by
the educational program of the College.
CREDIT FOR OFF-CAMPUS COURSES
Course work taken at other institutions by regularly enrolled students at La
Salle College may not be offered for credit unless the student has had writ-
ten permission in advance from the Dean of his School to take such courses.
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REQUIREMENTS FOR A DEGREE
The candidate for a degree must have completed course work equivalent to
a minimum of 126 semester hours; beginning with the class of 1970, the
requirement will be 120 hours. Certain curricula may require a number of
hour> ex< eeding this minimum.
He must have obtained a "C" average or cumulative index of 2.00 in
his prescribed program of studies.
He must have fulfilled all course requirements prescribed for him by
the chairman of the department in which he majored and approved by the
Dean of the School in which he is enrolled.
He must have fulfilled the requirements in philosophy and theology.
He must have completed eight semesters as a full-time student, includ-
ing the two semesters of his senior year.
HONORS
The bachelor's degree with honors is conferred on a student who has com-
pleted his course at the College with an average of all marks not lower than
3.4 and who has not incurred the penalty of loss of good standing for disci-
plinary reasons.
The candidate for the bachelor's degree who has earned an average of
3.8 in all courses is graduated with the distinction Maxima Cum Laude.
The candidate who has earned an average of 3.6 is graduated with the
distinction Magna Cum Laude.
The candidate who has earned an average of 3.4 is graduated with the
distinction Cum Laude.
Honors are computed on the basis of the work done for eight semesters.
WITHDRAWALS
A student who withdraws from the College must submit a Withdrawal No-
tice to the Dean of his School. In the event that a student withdraws with-
out submitting an official Withdrawal Notice, honorable dismissal is not
granted and he forfeits the privilege of returning to the College. The date
of filing the Withdrawal Notice is considered as the date of withdrawal in
all cases.
TRANSCRIPTS
Students may apply at the Registrar's Office for a transcript of their collegi-
ate work. There is a fee of one dollar for every copy of a transcript requested
after the first. The College requires at least one week's notice for the issu-





Brother Robert Doran, Dean
School of Arts and Sciences
The School of Arts and Sciences offers general or liberal arts programs and
programs in science and mathematics. Within these two areas you may fur-
ther specialize in a major field of study. In the liberal arts, the Bachelor of
Arts degree is offered in Classical Languages, Economics, English, History,
Modern Languages, Philosophy, Political Science, and Sociology. Concen-
tration in the science area may lead to a B.A. degree in Biology, Chemistry,
Mathematics, Physics, or Psychology. The School also offers programs de-
signed as preparations for Law, Medicine, Dentistry, Teaching, and Social
Work.
OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the School of Arts and Sciences are essentially those of
liberal education in general: to provide you with the opportunity to develop
your intellectual faculties as fully as possible and to acquaint you with our
cultural and scientific heritage.
The programs are organized to give you a variety of general courses in
your first two years which lay the foundation for more specialized courses in
your last two years. If you are undecided about your eventual major, the
acquaintance with a wide variety ol courses may help you choose the subject
in which you would like to concentrate.
This concentration in your last two years permits you to deepen your
knowledge in a partictdar area and prepares you for further study in gradu-
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ate or professional school or for entry into such professions as social work,
teaching, personnel work, government service, or the communication arts.
FOREIGN LANGUAGE PLACEMENT
Students who perform well in their high school language ionises and earn
an above-average mark in their College Board Achievement test are nor-
mally placed in Language 202-204 in their first year. They may thereafter
take an elective or another language course in their sophomore year. Stu-
dents who give evidence of a very strong language background ma\ he placed
in more advanced courses.
Students who plan to enter graduate school are urged to acquire a good
background in Modern Languages, since many graduate schools require a
knowledge of several languages before granting higher degrees.
Programs of Study
Students who wish to prepare for careers in medicine, dentistry, teaching, or
law will find pertinent information in the paragraphs immediately follow-
ing. Those planning to major in any of the other Arts or Sciences will find a
full four-year listing of prescribed courses under the departmental heading.
Departments are listed alphabetically in the following pages, and each major
program is given in detail, along with descriptions of the courses offered in
that department.
PREPARATION FOR MEDICINE
Most students preparing for medical school major in either Biology or
Chemistry, since these programs include the courses generally required by
the medical colleges. However, a prospective medical student may major in
any program that allows completion of the following basic science courses
which most members ol the Association of American Medical Colleges re-
quire:




In addition to these courses, some medical schools specify or recom-
mend certain others. It is advisable, therefore, that the premedical student
familiarize himself with the exact requirements of the school to which he
will apply.
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Onlv chose students who do better than average work in their courses
will qualify for a favorable recommendation from the faculty.
PREPARATION FOR DENTISTRY
The basic requirements for admission to most dental schools are the same
as those for admission to medical schools. The special courses, howrever,
vary with each school. It is recommended, therefore, that the prospective
dental student acquaint himself with the requirements of the school which
lie plans to enter.
Most prospective dental students major in Biology or Chemistry and
at the same time meet the requirements for dental school.
PREPARATION FOR TEACHING
The teacher preparation program leads to eligibility for a provisional certifi-
cate to teach in the secondary schools of Pennsylvania and provides a foun-
dation for those desiring to go on to further studies in the field. The
Pennsylvania Department of Public Instruction has granted program ap-
proval in the preparation of teachers of biology, chemistry, English, French,
German, history, history and government, Latin, mathematics, physics, and
Spanish. Students who satisfactorily complete the College's requirements in
these areas are automatically issued teachers' certificates. Those planning to
teach outside of Pennsylvania should familiarize themselves with certifi-
cation requirements elsewhere.
A career in teaching should be considered only by those students who
possess above-average scholastic ability, physical fitness, emotional maturity,
a balanced personality, interest in young people, and a desire to teach.
The Teacher Education Committee, consisting of faculty representa-
tives of the several academic divisions of the College, assists the faculty of
the Education Department in the planning and scheduling of courses, in
the screening of prospective teachers, and in the presentation of a program
consistent with the objectives of a liberal arts college. A Teacher Placement
Office on campus aids graduates in obtaining teaching positions.
For specific - information on the teacher preparation program, see
pages 55, 56.
PREPARATION FOR LAW
The entrance requirements for most law schools are such that a Bachelor's
degree in any particular field of study will meet the minimum entrance re-
quirements. The program listed below, therefore, is suggested preparation,
not a requirement of law schools. It emphasizes the broad background of
knowledge which law schools deem desirable in candidates for admission.
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BIOLOGY 117, 118. General Biology.
A terminal course for those who can take
only one year of biology. Structure and
metabolism of seed plants and vertebrate
animals; brief survey of the plant and ani-
mal kingdoms. Consideration of evolution,
ecology, and genetics for both plants and
animals. Two hours lecture, two hours
laboratory; two terms. Six credits
BIOLOGY 201. The Living Organism.
Integrated principles of modern Biology;
the attributes of Life and hypotheses of its
genesis; the continuity of Life and its di-
versification; energy sources and the bio-
logical energy cycles; cells, organisms and
their structure and communities. Required
of all Biology Majors. Prerequisite: Gen-
eral Chemistry. Three hours lecture, two
hours laboratory. Four credits
BIOLOGY 202. The Invertebrates.
Life processes, phylogenetic advances, and
basic classification of the major pre-Chor-
date phyla with emphasis on their evolu-
tion and ecology. Required of all Bic
Majors. Three hours lecture, two hours
laboratory. Four credits
BIOLOGY 302. The Plant Kingdom.
Functional anatomy, phylogeny, and basic
systematics of non-vascular and vascular
plants. Required of all Biology Majors.
Three hours lecture, two hours laboratory.
Four credits
BIOLOGY 303. The Vertebrates.
Comparative systemic anatomy of the ver-
tebrate classes: hypotheses of origin and
radiation of the Phylum Chordata. Labo-
ratory dissections of representative Chor-
dates from Amphioxus to Mammal. Re-
quired of all Biology Majors. Two hours
lecture, four hours laboratory. Four credits
BIOLOGY 105. Histolocy.
The minute and ultra structure of mam-
malian primary tissues together with their
functional relationships in the formation
of major organ systems; histological basis
of function is stressed. Two hours lecture,
four hours laboratory. Four credits
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BIOLOGY 406. Embryology.
Fundamental processes underlying verte-
brate development and differentiation; the
frog, chick and pig form the basis of in-
struction. Two hours lecture, two hours
laboratory. Three credits
BIOLOGY 107. Microbiology.
A lecture-laboratory course concerned with
the role of microorganisms in nature and
especially in human affairs. One hour lec-
ture, four hours of laboratory per week:
one term. Three credits
BIOLOGY 408. The Cell.
Physical properties, chemical structure,
and metabolism of simple and specialized
cells; recent advances in the techniques
of cell culture and investigation. Prerequi-
site: Organic Chemistry. One hour lecture,
lour hours laboratory. Three credits
BIOLOGY 409. Aquatic Ecology.
Ecological principles associated with the
aquatic environment and populations of
aquatic organisms; environmental influ-
ences in flowing water, still water, and ma-
rine habitats. Two hours lecture and field
work. Three credits
BIOLOGY 110. Terrestrial Ecology.
Study of plants and animals in their rela-
tion to each other and to the environment:
interrelations between organisms in popu-
lations and communities. Two hours lec-
ture and field work. Three i redits
BIOLOGY ill. Microtechnique.
Histochemical and cytological techniques
associated with the preparation "I animal
and plant materials for microscopic study.
One hour lecture, two hours laboratory.
Two credits
BIOLOGY 112. Genj ncs.
Mendel's Laws ol heredity .is observed in
plants .nid .num. ils; the scope and method
ol dei n genetit s. Two < redits
BI< il ( >GJ 113. Gen l moratory.
Prerequisite: Biology 112. which ma) l»
taken concurrently. I wo hours laboratory.
()», i redit
BIOLOGY 414. Taxonomy of the
Angiosperms.
A study of the classification of flowering
plants. Practice in the use of keys of identi-
fication; phylogeny and economic impor-
tance of the leading families of flowering
plants. One hour let ture, two hours labo-
ratory. Two credits
BIOLOGY 415. Horticultural and
Forest Botany.
Relation of man to cultivated plants: soil,
plant propagation, the elements of land-
scape horticulture together with the basic
problems of forestry are included: visits to
greenhouses and botanic gardens; lectures
and practical work. Two credits
BIOLOGY 118. General Physiology.
Metabolic processes and associated physico-
chemical phenomena of living organisms.
Current hypotheses of muscle, endocrine,
neural, respiratory, cardiovascular, and nu-
tritional physiology. Prerequisite: Organic




A physiological study of cardiac, skeletal,
and smooth muscle and their relationship
to the central and autonomic nervous sys-
tems. One hour lecture, four hours labora-
tory Three i redits
BIOLOGY 122. I2:i. Biological Research.
Laboratory or theoretical research under
stall supervision; permission of Chairman
required. Hours to be arranged.
Two to jour credits
BIOLOGY 425. Radiobiology.
Nuclear technology as applied to life sci-
ences: theory, instrumentation, and use of
radioactive isotopes in animals and plants.
One hour lecture, foui hours laboratorj
Tiller ,
BIOLOGY 127 Si \iin\k.
Presentation ol review papers and discus
sums ol assigned topics from main currents
ol biological research; participants l" be
ic c.niiiiii tided b) Departmem stall
/
. o cri dits
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CHEMISTRY*
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'This program meets the standards of the American Chemical Society. ACS certification will be
awarded only to those Chemistry majors who maintain the required grades.
CHEMISTRY 101, 102. General
Chemistry.
A Terminal Course. Designed specifically
for students who wish to obtain a general
knowledge of chemistry in one survey
course. Descriptive chemistry and the quan-
titative aspects of chemical principles are
discussed. Three hours lecture, three hours
laboratory: two terms. Eight credits
CHEMISTRY 111, 112. General
Chemistry and Qualitative Analysis.
Fundamental concepts, laws, and theories
of chemistry; emphasis on the principles
of ionization, chemical equilibria, solubil-
ity product, hydrolysis and complex ions.
Laboratory experiments stress the quanti-
tative aspects: experiments of the latter
half of the second semester are devoted en-
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tirely to qualitative analysis. Three hours





cal equilibria, colorimetry and the meth-
ods of quantitative chemical analysis. Thor-
ough training in volumetric, gravimetric,
and colorimetric techniques. Two hours
lecture, six hours laboratory. Four credits
CHEMISTRY 311,312. Orcanic
Chemistrv.
Same content as Chemistry 303, 304; how-
ever, emphasis is placed on the modern
approach to structure and reaction mecha-
nisms; intended for Chemistry majors. Pre-
requisite: Chemistry 111, 112. Three hours
lecture, three hours laboratory per week;
two terms. Eight credits
CHEMISTRY 401. Advanced Inorganic
Chemistry.
A study of special topics in the field of in-
organic chemistry designed to deepen the
student's grasp of fundamental concepts.
Theoretical aspects of the chemical bond,
complexion; aqueous and non-aqueous solu-
tions, and recent developments in radio-
chemistry. Prerequisites: Chemistry 111.
112. Two hours lecture; one term.
Two credits
CHEMISTRY 402. Quantum Chemistry.
Quantum mechanics applied to the solu-
tion of some elementary systems. Discus-
sion of chemical bonding. Introduction to
elementary statistical mechanics using re-
sults derived from quantum mechanics.
Two credits
CHEMISTRY 405, 406. Physical
( ail MISTRY.
Elementary principles of physical chemis-
try discussed and illustrated l>\ suitable
laboratory experiments. The ideal gas, real
'_',.isis. liquids, solids, clcincnl.il v tlieinioclv
namics, thermochemistry, solutions, equilib
ria, kinetics, electromotive force, electrical
conductivity, and chemical thermodynam-
ics. Prerequisites: Chemistry 311, 812;
Mathematics 200, 207. Three hours lecture,
three hours laboratory; two terms.
/ i -Jit credits
CHEMISTRY 407. Qualitative Organic
AnaI ,\ Ms.
A study of the classifying reactions of or-
ganic compounds as exemplified by the
analysis of compounds and mixture's in the
laboratory. Restricted to Chemistry majors.
Prerequisites: Chemistry 311, 312. Eight
hours of laboratory per week and individ-
ual conferences. Four credits
CHEMISTRY 408. Advanced
Quantitative Analysis.
Theory and practice of phvsical measuring
instruments with particular attention to
the use of the instruments. Modern trends
in analytical chemistry. Two hours lecture,
six hours laboratory. Four credits
CHEMISTRY 410 and/or 411. Chemical
Research.
Individual laboratory or theoretical work
under supervision of a staff member. Re-
stricted to Chemistry majors. Hours to lie-
arranged. Four credits pet term
CHEMISTRY 430. Advanced Organic
Topics.
Designed to extend the knowledge of or-
ganic chemistry; emphasis on those topics
not fully developed in the elementary
course. An introduction to the literature
of chemistry is also included. Prerequisite:
Chemistry 311, 312. Three hours of lecture.
Three credits
CHEMISTRY 431. Biochemistry,
The chemistry of carbohydrates, fats, pro-
teins, vitamins, enzymes, and hormones
emphasis on their roles in biochemical proi
esses. Laboratory work illustrates common
techniques used to prepare, identify, and
,iss.i\ liioclieinic.il materials. Prerequisite:
Chemistry 311. 312. Three hours lecture.
three horns laboratory. Four credits
CHEMISTRY 133. 431. Anali i k \i .
Physical and Biolocii w. Chemistry.
The techniques of analytical chemistry, in-
cluding instrumental analysis, and the the
ories of physical chemistry applied to bio-
chemical reactions. Intended for Biology
majors. Prerequisites: Chemistr) 812, Math-
ematics 106, Physics 212. Three hours lei
in ( , iln ee hums labi >i ati »i y.
Eight credits
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1 \R 1 II SCIENCE
This program has been designed to lullill am one <>l the Eollowing three
requirements:
1. a bachelor's degree in earth science affording preparation foi gradu-
ate work in geology, meteorology, oceanography, environmental biology
and allied Fields;
2. completion ol requirements nl the state of Pennsylvania for teacher
certification in eai tli and spa( e si ienc e;
3. completion of requirements of the state of Pennsylvania lor teacher































































Fine Arts 205 3
Geology 302 3
Earth Science Electives or
Education 402, 404 6
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ASTRONOMY 101, 102. Descriptive
Astronomy.
The celestial sphere and its coordinates;
the telescope and other astronomical in-
struments; time and the calendar; the
solar system; the stars— their distances, mo-
tion, spectra, luminosity and development:
binary and multiple star systems; nebula:
and the external galaxies. Six credits
GEOLOGY 101. Physical Geology.
Principles of Physical Geology, including
classification of rocks, weathering, earth-
quakes, volcanoes, glaciation, marine ero-
sion and mountain building. Two hours
lecture, two hours laboratory. Three credits
GEOLOGY 102. Historical Geology.
The geological history of the world, with
special reference to eastern North America.
The evolution of life through the ages.
Two hours lecture, two hours laboratory.
Three i redits
GEOLOGY 201. Physical Geography.
A study of genesis, formation, and charac-
teristics of land forms. Laboratory exer-
cises include an interpretation ol land
forms from topographic maps and aerial
photographs. Two hours lecture, two hours
laboratory. Three credits
PHYSICS 103. Meteorology.
A non-technical treatment of the fundamen-
tals. Topics include the composition and
properties of the atmosphere, observation
of essential weather element-, as well as the
effects of weather and climate upon man
and his activities. Three credits
EARTH SCIENCE—EDUCATION
Those majoring in Earth Science—Education must take the Following
courses: History 219-220; Physics 111-111': Education 301, 302, 303 in place
of electives in Third Year; Education 101, 402, and in:! in place ol electives
in the Fourth Year.
COMPREHENSIVE SCIENCE EDLCA I ION CERTIFICA1 H>\
The certificate in comprehensive science education may he issued to a stu-
dent who lias completed a minimum of 40 semester hours with not less than
eight semester hours each in biology, chemistry, and physics: not less than
six semester hours in Earth S< iences; and not less than three semester hours
in mathematics. These are the minimum requirements. In addition, the pro-
fessional education requirements listed lor earth science majors are also
necessarv: namely. Education 301, 302, 303, 101. 102, 103, and llistoiy 210-
220.
I'.AKl II Sc II \c I I I I CI IV] S
( ourse descriptions lor these electives will he Found under Biology listings
(p. 46) or nuclei Physics listings (p. 80). Absence <>i a description indicates
the < ourse is not being offered in 1967-68 but will be offered b) 1970-71.
Elei tives include:
Biology 117 General Biology I Geology loi Petrology
118 General Biology II 102 Vertebrate Paleontology
109 Aquatic Ecology Physics 305 Introduction to Astrophysics
110 Terrestrial Ecolog) 106 Galactii Structure
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ECONOMICS 111, 112. Principles of
Economics.
Fundamental economic principles and proc-
esses as they appear in such phenomena
as production, exchange, price, distribu-
tion, consumption and national income. A
prerequisite for all other economics courses
except Economics 415 and 416.
Six credits
ECONOMICS 203. Monetary Theory.
An analysis of the role of money and the
monetary svstem in determining income,
emplovment. and the price level.
Three credits
ECONOMICS 313. Economics and
Bl siness Statistics I.
General introduction to the basic ideas and
procedures of statistical analysis with spe-
cial emphasis on their application to eco-
nomics and business. Methods of statistical
description, index numbers and time series
analvses. Three credits
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ECONOMICS 314. Economics and
Business Statistics II.
Foundations of statistical inference as ap-
plied to decision-making on the basis of
limited information. Basic concepts of
probability, probability distributions, esti-
mation and test of hypotheses, regression
and correlation techniques. Three credits
ECONOMICS 317. Labor Problems in
America.
Study of the sources of the union move-
ment, its history, structure, and functions.
Attention to the development of economic
political and social power, as well as to the
problems involved in the use of this power;
management rights and management re-
action to unions are also treated.
Four credits
ECONOMICS 322. American Economic:
History.
History of the growth and development
of the economic institutions of the United
States from the Age of Discovery to the
"New Deal" and their influences on polit-
ical and social organizations. Three credits
ECONOMICS 325. Introduction to
Mathematical Economics.
Designed to acquaint the student with cer-
tain topics in algebra, analytic geometry,
and calculus which are most useful in their
application to micro- and macro-economic
analysis. Four credits
ECONOMICS 401. Intermediate
Economic Theory I: Price Theory.
Theorj of consumer behavior, production,
and cost. Price determination of products




Economic Theory II: Theory of
Employment, Growth, and
l'I 1 CTUATIONS.
Theory of the level of income and employ-
ment. Theories of economic growth, tradi-
tional and modern. Theories of economic
fluctuations, stabilization policies, and
forecasting. Four credits
ECONOMICS 415. History ok Economic
Thought.
A detailed study of the leading economic
concepts and schools of economic thought
from the Greek philosophers up to and




A continuation of Economics 415 until
Kevnesian economics has been treated; a
history and analysis of socialist and Marxist
thought culminating in a comparative-
study of the structure and function of the
economies of the United States and the
Soviet Union. Three credits
ECONOMICS 420. 121. Seminar.
\ study of methodology in economics and
of the techniques of preparing rescue li re
pons. Second semester includes readings.
discussions, and presentation of individual
research reports. Required of majors in
economics and open to others with per-
mission of the department chairman.
Six ( redits
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EDUCATION
\\ 11 i i \\i |. Binkowski, M.A., Chairman
Since a major program is not offered by the Education Department, the- student selects
his major in the field in which he plans to teach. During the first two years, he follows
die program prescribed 1>\ thai department for its majors preparing to teach.
Vpplication [oi admission into the teacher education program is normally made
during tlu second semester ol sophomore year. Admission requires the approval of the
chairman of the department of the major subject, the chairman of the Education
Department, and clean of School of Arts and Sciences, based on evidence that the
candidate possesses the physical, emotional, and personal qualities necessary for success-
ful teaching. The candidate must have and maintain a scholarship index of at least 2.00
for admission and retention in the program.
In his last two years, the student preparing to teach follows the program below,
together with courses designated by the department chairman of his major subject.
Student Teaching (Education 402-03) may be taken in either term. The student
must have an index of 2.50 or over in his major subject and approval from chairman of
the department of the major subject, the chairman of the department of Education, and
de.m of School of Arts and Sciences to be accepted for student teaching.
Students not preparing for teaching may elect courses in education with the ap-
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EDUCATION 301. The School:
Introduction to Education.
The role of the public school in American
society. Particular attention to historical.
social, and philosophical background. Fall
semester only. Three credits
EDUCATION 302. The Child:
Educational Psychology.
Study of psychological principles as diey
apply to the pupil and the learning proc-
ess at the secondary school level. Spring
semester only. Three credits
EDUCATION 303. The Teacher:
(.i mr u. Methods of Teaching
and Reading Problems.
Common problems met by the teacher in
the classroom: lesson planning, tests and
measurements, teaching techniques, class-
room management, etc., and general prob
lems of reading at the secondary school
level. Spring semester only. Three credits
EDUCATION 401. The Subject:
Special Methods of Teaching
AND Reading Problems.
Training in the methods of instruction in
which the student seeks certification, in-
cluding special reading problems in that
area. Course conducted by member of the
department or area in which the prospec-




EDUCATION KiL'. 103. Prai ricuM in
Teaching.
Includes school visitations, pre-student
teaching and other field experiences, and
culminates with student teaching ion
ducted under direction ol college supervi-
sors and cooperating teachers in the sec-
ondary schools. Open onh to seniors yvho
receive satisfactory recommendations from
their department chairman, the Education
department, and their dean. Prerequisite:
written application to be filed with
reacher Education Committee l>\ Vpril 1
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English 328 or 329
English 413**








Science 3 or 4
Social Science Elective 3










































English 405 or 406 3
English 414** 3
English 322, 416, or 420 3
Elective 3
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•An\ period course (English 360-366).
••The recommended elective for students planning graduate work. Others should roster another
English elective.
ENGLISH 101. Composition.
Training in exposition; occasional papers
in narration and description. Weekly
themes. Three credits
ENGLISH 102. Composition.
Writing assignments based upon readings
in literature; the research paper. Prerequi-
site: English 101. Three credits
ENGLISH 205. Approach to Literature.
Training for literary appreciation through
a study of the predominant types of litera-
ture. Frequent papers, class discussions,
and collateral readings. Three credits
ENGLISH 206. Approach to Literature.
A continuation of English 205.
Three credits
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ENGLISH 209. The Literature of
England: Beowulf to Blake.
Survey course in English literature showing
development in types and forms.
Three credits
ENGLISH 210. The Literature of
England: Since 1800.
Continues English 209. Three credits
ENGLISH 219. Great Books.
Honors course. Reading of major works in
their entirety, in chronological sequence,
linked by discussion of major periods and
movements. Short critical papers.
Three credit-.
ENGLISH 220. Great Books.
Honors course. Continuation of English
219. Three credits
ENGLISH 306. Introduction to
Descriptive Linguistics.
Nature of language; modern methods ol
linguistic analysis. Social and cultural
I). ic kground of language. Fall term.
Three credits
ENGLISH 307. Chaucer.
Readings in Chaucer, especially Troilus
mid Creseyde and The Canterbury Tides.
Not offered 1967-68. Three credits
ENGLISH 308. Introduction to
Historical Linguistics.
Theories and techniques dealing with the
development of language through history.
Language change. Comparative method.
Spring term. Three credits
I NGLISH 313. Readings in British
Drama: Mystery. Plays to Wilde (1900).
Survey ol the important dramas ol England
from the Middle Ages to 1900. Dramatic
structure, historical and literary influences.
Three i redits
ENGLISH 314. Readings in uu Lyric:
Beginnings ro Meredith (1900).
Historical developmeni ol the genre; sum
tural questions ol the l\ i ii form.
Three credits
I M.I ISM 315. Rl \niM.s in nil Briiisii
and Amerh \n Novel: Richardson ro
Hardy (1900)
Historical developmeni of the genre; stru<
tural questions ol the narrative form.
Three t redits
ENGLISH 318. History of the English
Language.
Origins and the development of modern
English from Old and Middle English;
dialects and dialect geography. Offered fall
1967. Three credits
ENGLISH 319. Oral Communication.
Speech composition, audience psychology.
and technique of delivery: emphasis on
practical speaking experience.
Three i redits
ENGLISH 321. Vdvanced Oral
Communication.
Oral reading, argumentation and debate.
Further practical experience. Prerequisite:
1 nglish 319. Offered spring 1968.
Three < redits
ENGLISH 322. Contemporary British and
American Novei .
A stud\ of the major novelists of the pres-
ent centur) in England and America. Struc-
ture and trends. Three credits
ENGLISH 328. Shakespeare.
Reading of a wide selection of plays and
sonnets with a concern for Shakespeare's
artistic development. Three credits
ENGLISH 329. Shakespeare.
Intensive stud) ol selected poems and
plays, including tragedies, comedies, and
chronii les. Three c reilits
ENGLISH 340, 341, 342. Creativj
Writing I. II. & III.
Workshops in the writing ol Ik t ion and
verse. Three credits per term
1- NGLI.si 1 344. It ni> \\n n i \ls of
Journalism.
["raining in basic techniques of journalism
and practical experience on student publi-
i ations. Tiro < redits
I \( .1 I si I 355. Strui i i ki oi English.
I inguistii description ol 20th century
American English. Comparison ol tradi-
tional and modem grammatical analyses.
Of special interest to English-Education
majors. Spring term. Three- credits
ENGLISH 360. Mi dii val Literati re.
Selected readings in Medieval literature in
English. Particular attention to: Dante,
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Tlic Divine Comedy: Chaucer, Troilus
and Creseyde; Piers Plowman; Sir Gawain
and the Green Knight; Malory, Morte
D'Arthur; Cervantes, /ton Quixote. Offered
spring 1968. Three credits
ENGLISH 861. Renaissance Literature.
Selected readings in the literature of the
English Renaissance. Particular attention
to: More, Utopia; Spenser. Faerie Queen;
Marlowe, Hero and Leander; Shakespeare,
"Venus and Adonis." Troilus and Cressida;
Browne, Urn Burial; Milton, Paradise Lost.
Offered fall 1967. Three credits
ENGLISH 362. English Literature of
the Restoration and 18th Century.
["he historical approach will include the
chief figures: Dryden, Pope, Swift, Addison
and Steele, Johnson and their more out-
standing contemporaries. Theory and prac-
tice of the authors. Not offered 1967-68.
Three credits
ENGLISH 363. English Literature of
the Romantic Period.
An historical survey of the lyric and narra-
tive poets Coleridge, Wordsworth, Byron,
Shelley, Keats, their practice and theory.
Pertinent references to their contempo-
raries. Offered fall 1967. Three credits
ENGLISH 364. English Literature of
the Victorian Period.
The chief literary figures of the period—
Tennyson, Arnold. Browning, Hopkins,
Carlyle, Newman, Ruskin—and their con-
temporaries placed against their milieu.
Lyri< and essa) stressed. Not offered 1967-
68. Three credits
1 NGLISH 365. American Literature
(to 1860).
Literary historical movements of the period:
major figures include Irving, Poe, Haw-
thorne, Melville. Emerson. Thoreau, and
Whitman. Three credits
ENGLISH 366. American Literature
|
\iter 1860).
Figures include Twain. James, Dickinson,
Frost, Robinson, Eliot, Hemingway. Faulk-
ner, and their major contemporaries.
Three credits
ENGLISH 375. Milton.
A study of the form and content of Mil-
ton's poetry, supplemented by student re-
st,mil on his prose and on the ideas and
values of his age. Offered spring. 1968.
Three credits
ENGLISH 401. Advanced Exposition.
Practice in confronting special writing
problems of business, education, and other
professions. Recommended for prospective
ten hers. Three credits
ENGLISH 405. Literary Theory and
Criticism.
An introduction to the theory of literary
structure and literary value: exercises in
the description and evaluation of literary
works; reports on assigned readings.
Offered spring 1968. Three credits
ENGLISH 406. History of Literary
Criticism.
Reading and discussion of major critical
texts in historical setting. Short critical pa-
pers. Three credits
ENGLISH 413. 414. Senior Coordinating
Seminar.
Intensive study of one author (chosen by
student) with relation to his literary
period and genre. Preparation and discus-
sion in small group meetings of two long
papers each semester by each student with
emphasis on synthesis of the ideas pre-
sented in individual courses. Ends with
comprehensive examination that includes
Graduate Record Examination and sepa-
rate tests on author, period, and genre
chosen by student. Six < redits
ENGLISH 416. Readings in Modern
Drama.
A study of selected plays of the modern
theater from Ibsen to Ionesco, with an
emphasis on the forces which have shaped
the drama of England, Ireland, and
America. Offered spring 1968. Three credits
ENGLISH 420. Contemporary Poetry.
An examination of representative 20th
century poetic practice in English. Offered
spring 1968. Three credits
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FINE ARTS
George K. Diehl, M.A.
ART 205. Elements of Art.
Vesthetic analysis of the elements of paint-
ing and sculpture; application of principles
to several major artists. Two credits
ART 301. Introduction to Art
Techniques.
Instruction and exercises in lettering, col-
lage, sketching, water-color, linoleum block
printing. Three credits
ART 329, 330. History of Art.
Historical survey of the principal branches
of the fine arts from the classical era to
the present. Four credits
MUSIC 103. Choral Music.
Introduction to the theory and practice of
choral music; practicum with the glee
club. Two credits
MUSIC 205. Introduction to Music.
An examination of the fundamentals of
music. Survey of the musical styles of
Western Civilization through a study of
representative works. Planned listening as-
signments. Three credits
MUSIC 301. Symphonic Music.
\ study of symphonic literature from the
Baroque to the present emphasizing those
composers most important in its formula-
tion and practice. Orchestration. Score
reading. Three credits
Ml SIC 302. A Short History of Opera.
Music for the operatic stage from its in-
ception to the contemporary period. Con-
centrated study of selected works repre-
senting tin- stylistic and historical develop-
ment of opera. Three credits
MUSIC 305. Piano Instruction.
Private piano instruction available on cam-
pus from concert pianist Edna Bockstein.
No credit given
MUSIC 320. Bach and Handel.
Their historical importance in the late
Baroque period. A study of representative
vocal, instrumental, and chamber works.
Fall term. Three credits
MUSIC 321. Music of rm CLASSIC
Period.
A study of Western music from 1 750 to
the death of Beethoven. The rise and de-
velopment of the classical style. Spring
term. Three credits
MUSIC 323. Music in the Romantic Era.
An intensive study of 19th century de-
velopments in music. The symphonic
poem, art song, and music-drama. Expan-
sion of orchestral and pianoforte tech-
nique; development of symphonic and
chamber music forms: growth of National-
ism. Fall term. Three credits
MUSIC 324. Contemporary Music.
Studies in the style and technique of music
in the late 19th and 20th centuries, Im-
pressionism; Neo Classic ism: Impressionism;
Electronic Music. Selected compositions of
Debussy, Stravinsky, Bartok, Schoenberg,
Berg, .mil Varese will be examined in de
tail. Spring term. Three < redits
A I S. Eliot tribute produced and tilled by English Department stuff for CBS-TV program
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FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Brother David H. Kelly, F.S.C., Ph.D., Chairman
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GREEK 101, 102. Elementary Greek.
An introductory study of forms and syn-
tax; includes reading and translation exer-
cises and frequent practice in prose com-
position. Eight credits
GREEK 202. Review Grammar and
Composition.
Grammatical review: exercises in composi-
tion and selected readings. Prerequisite:
Greek 102, or a passing grade in placement
examination. Three credits
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GREEK 204. Xenophon.
Selections from the Anabasis; frequent ex-
ercises in prose composition based upon
the readings. Three credits
GREEK 304. Homer.
Selections from the Iliad; study of the epic
meter and style. Three credits
GREEK 305. The New Testament.
Selected passages; special attention to the
forms peculiar to New Testament Greek.
Three credits
GREEK 312. Lyric Poetry.
The lyric poets from Archilocus to Theoc-
ritus: analysis of the meters; special em-
phasis on Pindar's odes. Three credits
GREEK 407. Plato.
Selections from the Apology with special
attention to the syntax; Platonic philoso-
phy and contemporary life in Athens. May-
be repeated for credit. Three credits
GREEK 408. Drama.
Selections from the repertory of Greek
drama; attention to the subsequent influ-
ence of this genre on world literature.
Three credits
GREEK 421. Survey of Greek Literature.
A detailed study of the literary history
of Greece; significant Greek classics read
and discussed. Knowledge of Greek not re-
quired; open to upperclassmen who desire
a cultural course of this nature.
Three credits
GREEK 422. History of Greek and
Latin Languages.
Identical with Latin 422. Three credits
LATIN
LATIN 101, 102. Elementary Latin.
Thorough grounding in forms and vocabu-
lary; aural oral method used. Six credits
LATIN 202, 204. Intermediate Latin.
Review of elementary grammar; readings
of selected prose and poetry. Six < r< dits
LATIN 309. Cicero.
The works to be read will depend on the
interests of the class. Three i redits
LATIN 310. Livyand
Roman Historiography.
Selected passages of Livy's History of
Rome; study of Roman historical theon
.
Three credits
LATIN 312. Horace and
Latin Lyric Poetry.
Study of the Horatian Ode; comparison
with other Latin lyric poets. Three credits
LATIN 314. Latin Poetry.
Selections from one or several of the Roman
poets. Readings may be chosen from works
of: Vergil, Catullus, Lucretius, Tibullus.
Propertius, Martial, Ovid, Horace, Juvenal,
and Persius. May be repeated for credit.
Thret • redits
LATIN 413. Roman Comedy.
Selected plays of Plautus and Terence will
be read. Three credits
LATIN 415. Patristic Latin.
Selections from the principal Latin Fathers.
A brief survey of the field of patrology and
its influence on the Christian way of life.
Three credits
LATIN 416. Medieval Latin.
Selections from the various writers from
the fifth to the thirteenth centuries of the
Christian era. A study of changes in Latin
forms and syntax and in the meaning of
words; relations of medieval Latin to the
vernaculars. Three credits
LATIN 421. Survey of Latin Literature.
A detailed study of the literary history of
Rome and the influence of Latin literature
on Western thought. Its indebtedness io the
literature of Greece will be clearly noted.
Some significant Latin classics read and dis-
cussed: knowledge of Latin not required;
open to upperclassmen who desire a cul-
tural course of this type. Three crediti
LA TIN 122. History of Latin and
Greek I ,angi \c.i s.
Latin and Greek traced from earliest stages
to ilicii transformation into the various
daughter languages of the modern world
(the Romance languages and Modern
Greek). Reading knowledge ol Latin and
Greek not required. Three <u, lits
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achieve sulli-Miv independent study or by electing lower division courses, the French major wi
cient competence in a second language for intermediate or, preferably, advanced courses in his
senior year.
FRENCH 101, 102. Functional French.
A study of the phonetics and grammar of
French with graded work in reading and
composition. One required hour per week
in the language laboratory. Six credits
FRENCH 202. Review Grammar and
Composition.
A review of French grammar with exer-
cises in composition and selected readings.
Prerequisite: French 102, or a passing
grade in the placement examination.
Three credits
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FRENCH 204. Intermediate Readings.
Readings of medium difficulty selected as
an introduction to the literature and civi-
lization of France. Prerequisite: French
202. Three credits
FRENCH 305. Advanced Grammar and
Composition.
Training in the use of idiomatic French
and in the practical application of gram
matical principles; intensive exercises in
written expression and in the translation
of standard English prose into French.
Prerequisite: French 204. Three credits
FRENCH 306. Advanced Language and
Style.
Continuation of French 305 with mount-
ing stress on refinement of phrase and oral
delivery. Prerequisite: French 204.
Three credits
FRENCH 308. Survey of Literature:
Part 1.
Readings and discussions of selected liter-
al v works from the beginnings to 1800.
Prerecjuisite: French 204. Three credits
FRENCH 309. Survey of Literature:
Part 2.
Readings and discussions of selected liter-
ary works from 1 800 to the present. Pre-
requisite: French 204. Three credits
FRENCH 311. Civilization: Part 1.
A survey of the political, social, intellec-
tual, scientific and artistic development of
France from earliesi times to 1900. Lec-
tures and readings serve as a basis For oral
practice. Prerequisite: French 204.
Three credits
FRENCH 312. Civilization: Part 2.
\ survey ol the geography, history, institu-
tions and artistic and cultural life of mod-
ern France. Lectures and readings serve as
a basis foi oral practice. Prerequisite
French 201. Three < >e,ht>
FRENCH 102 Modern Novel.
\ stud) ill the novels oi Proust, Gide,
Bernanos, Giono, Malraux, Sartre and
Camus Prerequisite: Fren< h 204.
Three < redits
FRENCH 405. Old French Langi m.i
ami Literati ki .
The history of the formation of the
French language, with special attention to
the phonological and morphological de-
velopment from Latin. Literary study,
using texts in the original, of Alexis, Ro-
land. Guigemar, Aucassin, Vergi and the




Readings and reports on works of repre-
sentative authors of the sixteenth and also
the seventeenth centuries. Prerequisite:
French 204. Three credits
FRENCH 414. Eighteenth-Century
Literature.
Readings and reports on works of repre-
sentative authors of the eighteenth cen-
tury. Prerequisite: French 204.
Three credits
FRENCH 420. Modern Theater.
A study of the pla\s ol Claudel, Cocteau,
Giraudoux, Anouilh. Montherlant. Sartre,
Camus, Beckett, Ionesco and Genet. Pre-
requisite: French 204. Three credits
FRENCH 421. Nineteenth-Century
Poetry.
A stuck of the poctn ol Vign\, Mussel.
Gautier, Nerval. Baudelaire, Rimbaud.
Mallarme and Laforgue. Prerequisite:
French 204. Three credits
FRENCH 125. Nineteenth-Century
Novel.
\ studs ol the novels ol Constant, sun
dhal. Balzac, Flaubert, Fromentin, Zola and
Huysmans. Prerequisite: French 204
Three t r< dits
FRENCH 430. Ci wsh u I hi iter.
A study of the plays of Corneille, Moliere
.ind Racine. Prerequisite: French 204,
Three credits
I RENCH 110. Honors Seminar,
luiiiii.il conferences, papers on selected
topics, ami experience in classroom leach-
ing. Prerequisite: approval of area chair-
man. Three t r< dits







































































German 310 or 315
German 420
Second Language 202 or






Second Language 204 or
300 or 400 course* 3
Elective 3
15 15
*K\ independent study or by electing lower division courses, the German major will achieve suffi-
cient competence in a second language for intermediate or, preferably, advanced courses in his
senior year.
GERMAN 101, 102. Functional German.
An introductory study of the phonetics
and grammar of the language including
graded work in reading and composition.
Weekly audio-oral laboratory assignments.
Six credits
GERMAN 202. Review Grammar and
Composition.
Grammatical review, exercise in composi-
tion, and selected readings. Prerequisite:
German 102, or a passing grade in German
placement examination. Weekly audio-oral
laboratory assignments. Three credits
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GERMAN 204. Intermediate Readings.
Selected readings of moderate difficulty
from writers of the eighteenth, nineteenth,
and twentieth centuries with a view to in-
troducing the student to the literature and
civilization of the country. Prerequisite:
Gciman 202 Tkret i r< dits
GERMAN 304. Conversation vnd
Composition.
Extensive practice in the comprehension
of spoken German: conversation and com-
position. Continued use of the language
laboratory. Prerequisite: German 204
Three credits
GERMAN 305. Conversation and
Composition.
Continuation of German 304.
Three credits
GERMAN 306. Readings in S( ientific
German Prose.
Scientific readings selected with a view to-
wards building a technical vocabulary.
Open to science majors as an elective—as a
substitute for German 201. Prerequisite:
German 202. Three credits
GERM \.\ 310. Advanced Oral Practice.
Oral practice for the development of skill
in conversation. Special attention to reme-
dial work in pronunciation and diction.
Prerequisite: German 204. Three credits
GERMAN 311. Advanced Oral Practice.
Continuation of German 310. Prerequisite:
German 204. Three < redits
GERMAN 313. Medievai Literature.
Stud) ami discussion ot German literature
from its beginnings to the end of the Me
dieval period. Prerequisite: German 204.
Three credits
(.1 RM \N 315. Literature of thj
15th and 16th Cen ruRiES.
studs .Hid discussion of the literature ol the
15th and Kith centuries from tin- end ol the
Medieval period to the beginnings of tin
Baroqui Prerequisite: German 204.
Three credits
GERMAN 319. Literature of the
17th and 18th Centuries.
Study and discussion of the literature of
the 17th and 1 8th centuries excluding the
works of Goethe and Schiller. Prerequisite:
German 204. Tlitre credit*
GERMAN 320. The Classical Ace.
Stud] ami discussion of the literature of
the Classical age with special attention to
the works of Goethe and Schiller. Prerequi-
site: German 204. Three credits
GERMAN 101. Literature of iiik
19th Century.
Study and discussion of the literature of
Romanticism, Realism, and Naturalism.
Prerequisite: German 201. Three credits
GERMAN 402. Literature of the
20th Century.
Study and discussion of modern German
literature from 1880 to the present. Prereq-
uisite: German 204. Three credits
GERMAN 405. History of the Germ \n
1 Wi.I VGE.
The German language from its beginning
to the present: particularly, the develop-
ment of sounds, vocabulary and the lor
mation of standard High German. Prereq-
uisite: (.(iiii.in 2H1. Three credits
GERMAN 12ii Seminar.
Topics of investigation \ar\ from semester
to semester. Readings, reports, and discus-
sion in .i selected genre (novel, drama.
lyric, short story). Extensive seminar pa-
per. Prerequisite: Permission of the chaii
lii.iii. Three credits
(.1 RM \\ 121 Si M1NAR.
Continuation ol German 120. Three credits
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fine Arts 205 3
Elective 3
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Second Modern Language 202 or






Second Modem Language 204 or
300 or 400 course* 3
Elective 3
15 15
*IS\ independent study or bv electing lower division courses, the Italian major will achieve
sufficient competence in a second language for intermediate or. preferably, advanced courses in
his senior year.
ITALIAN 101. 102. Elementary Italian. ITALIAN 202. Review Grammar and
An introductory study of the phonetics and
grammar of the language including graded
work in reading and composition. Intended
for those who are beginning the study of
Italian. One required hour per week in
language laboratory. Six credits
Composition.
Grammatical review, exercises in composi-
tion and selected readings. Prerequisite:
Italian 102, or a passing grade in the Ital-
ian placement examinations. Three credits
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ITALIAN 204. Intermediate Readings.
Selected readings of intermediate difficulty
from writers of the nineteenth and twen
tieth centuries with a view to introducing
the student to the literature and civiliza-
tion of the country. Three credits
ITALIAN 305. Advanced Grammar and
Composition.
Training in the use of correct idiomatic
Italian and in the practical application of
grammatical principles; exercises in writ-
ten expression and in translating standard
English prose into Italian. Prerequisite:
Italian 204. Three credits
ITALIAN 306. Stylistics.
Includes intensive oral exercises with a
view towards improving the student's pro-
nunciation and increasing his active vocab-
ulary. Students make frequent use of audio
aids. Prerequisite: Italian 204. Three credits
ITALIAN 308. Survey of Itai i w
Literature: Part 1.
Designed to provide a fundamental knowl-
edge of Italian literature from its origins
to the sixteenth century, with particular
stress on Dante, Petrarca and Boccaccio,
and their contribution to Italian Human
ism and the Renaissance. Prerequisite:
Italian 204. Three credits
ITALIAN 309. Survey of Italian
Literature : Part 2.
A comprehensive study of Italian literary
currents from the "Marinismo" to D'An-
nunzio and Pirandello through neo-classi-
i ism. romanticism, and futurism, with com-
parative references to European literature.
Prerequisite: Italian 204. Three credits
ITALIAN 102. Modern \i chors.
Includes a survey of Italian narrative and
poetic production in the late nineteenth
century and in the first half of the twenti
t-t h century. Prerequisite: Italian 204.
Three credits
II \l IAN 105. History of the Italian
1 \Nc.r\c.i.
Deals with the Italian language in its ori-
gins in the seventh century up to modern
times. 15\ me.ins of a very few philologic
and glottologic rules, the student will a<
quire a knowledge of the origins and trans-
formation of Italian from Vulgar Latin, in
chronological progression. Prerequisite:
Italian 204. Three credits
I 1 All \N 113 R.1 ubinc List: Part I.
(>i\es an acquaintance with excerpts of
Italian writers including the poets of
the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, such
as Cino da Pistoia. Guido Guinizelli, Cielo
D'Alcamo, |acopo da Lentini, Guido Caval-
canti, Dante Alighieri, Francesco Petrarca.
Angelo Poli/ano, Lorenzo de Medici, and
others. Prerequisite: Italian 204.
Three credits
ITALIAN 111. Reading List: Part 2.
Italian poems of knighthood, with particu-
lar emphasis on L'Orlando Furioso by 1 u
dovico Ariosto and La Gerusalemme Libe-
rata by Torquato Tasso; reference to the
antecedents of this literal") genre. Prerequi-
site: Italian 204. Three credits
ITALIAN 420. Seminar: Manzont.
A comprehensive study of the author's
major work and Italy's greatest novel. /
Promessi Sposi; consideration of the
author's two historic poems, "L'Ardelchi"
and "II Conte di Carmagnola."
Three credits
ITALIAN 421. Si \i in \r: Leopardi.
\ study of the works of Leopardi including
"Le Operette Morali," "I Canti," and "I
Pensieri." Three credits
ITALIAN 122 Dante.
\ comprehensive study of Dante's Divine
Comedy, viewed in its different aspects:
an exciting adventure story, an exposition
of the poet's political action and feelings, a
love story, a compendium of history, science
and theology, and. finally, a program of
political organization. Prerequisite: Italian
308. Three < redits
[TALI \N 123 Historv oi mr Italian
I III \ I 1 K
\ chronological survey of Italian theater,
from the religious medieval representations
in the open to modern realistic drama. Spe-
cial attention to Alfieri's tragedies and
their influence on Italian "Risorgimento."
IV requisite: Italian 308; 309.
Three i redits
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RUSSIAN
Rl SSI \\ 101 102. Ill MENTARY Rl SSIAN.
Vudio-lingual approach; regular exercises
in language laboratory stress fundamental
structural features of the contemporary
spoken language. Six credits
Rl'SSl \\ 202-204. INT] RMEDIATl RUSSIAN.
Second pari of two yeai program based on
audio-lingual principles. Continued em-
phasis on language laboratory work.
Six credits
Rl ssi \\ 304-305. \i>\ inced Grammar
\mi Conversation.
Advanced grammar lectures, controlled
conversations, and the reading of short
stories and of a Russian newspaper. Pre-
requisite: Russian 204. Offered 1968-69.
Six c ret! it \
RUSSIAN 310-311. Advanced Readings
and Composition.
Selected readings of 19th and 20th century
Russian prose and verse. Compositions
based on readings. Prerequisite: Russian
'Jul. Offered 1967-68. Six credits
RUSSIAN 102-403. Soviet Russian
Literature.
Socialist Realism as a doctrine of art and
literature in the Soviet Union. Readings
from Gorkv. Mayakovsky. Babel. Olesha,
1 eonov, Zamyatin, Zoshchenko, Sholokhov,
111 and Petrov, Simonov, Pasternak.
Yevtushenko, Solzhenitsyn and others.
Offered 1967-68. Six credits
RUSSIAN 405. History of the Russian
Language.
Historical background for an understand-
ing of the phonology, morphology, syntax,
and vocabulary of modern Russian. Pre-
requisite: Russian 204. Offered fall 1968.
Three credits
RUSSIAN 406. Old Rus' Literature.
Selected readings from epic, annalistic,
and hagiographic literature from the 11th
to the 1 7th centuries. The Lay of Igor's
Campaign. The beginnings of fiction. Pre-
requisite: Russian 405. Offered spring
1969. Three credits
Rl SSIAN 431-432. Russian Literature of
the 19th Century.
Romanticism and realism in Russian lit-
erature. Readings from Pushkin, Griboe-
dov, Lermontov, Gogol, Turgenev, Ostrov-
sky, Dostoevsky, L. Tolstoy, Saltykov-
Shchedrin, Leskov, Chekhov. Kuprin,
Bunin, and Andreev. Offered 1968-69.
Six credits
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SPANISH 101, 102. l-i ni riONAi Spanish.
Designed to provide a fundamental capac-
ity in conversation; audio-oral method em-
ployed. Grammar is presented striitlv on a
functional basis to facilitate speech and
comprehension. One required hour per
week in the language laboratory.
Six credits
si- wish 202. Ki vnw Grammar vm>
( lOMPOSl I KiN.
Grammatical review, exercises in composi
tion and si li 1 1( d Prerequisite:
Spanish 102; or a passing grade in the
Spanish placement examination. One r<
quired hour per week in the language
laboratory. Three i redid
SPANISH 204. Intermediate Readings.
Selected readings ol intermediate difficult)
from writers oi the nineteenth and twin
tieth centuries with a view to introducing
the student to the literature and civiliza
tion ol the country. One required houi pei
week in the language laboratory.
liner credits
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SP WISH 300. Survey of Spanish
Civilization.
\ cultural and histork study <>t Spain's
past, examining the effects of Rome and
Islam, the period of Spanish domination
and later decline, and the status of present-
da) Spain. Prerequisite: Spanish 204.
Three credits
SPANISH 301. Survey of Spantsii-
\\ll Rll \N ClVIl, 1/ UION.
\ cultural and historic presentation of the
diversity of Latin America from die Aztecs
and Iiicans to the Conquest, the viceroyal-
ties. and the establishment of independent
nations: course concludes with a thorough
study of todav's Latin America. Prerequi-
site: Spanish 204. Three credits
SPANISH 304. Advanced Conversation.
Includes intensive oral exercises with a
view towards improving the student's pro-
nun< iation and increasing his active vocab
ulary. Students make frequent use of audio
aids. Prerequisite: Spanish 204.
Three credits
SPANISH 305. Advanced Grammar and
Composition.
Training in the use of correct idiomatic
Spanish and in the practical application of
grammatical principles; intensive exercises
in written expression and in translating of
standard English prose into Spanish. Pre-'
requisite: Spanish 204. Three credits
SPANISH 306. Commercial Spanish.
Intended to acquaint the student with
commercial Spanish terminology combined
with lectures, readings and translations of
business letters. Introduction of new vo-
cabulary used in the business world with
emphasis on Spanish-American idiomatic
expressions. Prerequisite: Spanish 204.
Three credits
SPANISH 308. Survey of Spanish
Literature: Part I.
An introduction to the study of Spanish
Literature which combines reading and
discussion of the earliest works from the
middle ages to the masters of drama of the
Golden Age. Prerequisite: Spanish 204.
Tliree credits
SPANISH 309. Survey of Spanish
Literature: Part 2.
A course in readings and discussions of the
authors from the eighteenth century to the
contemporary period, including the neo-
c lassie and romantic eras, and the modern
novelists and poets. Three credits
SPANISH Hi2. Reading List: the Spanish
Novel of the 19th Century.
The development and tendencies in the
modern Spanish novel as indicated in the
works of Valera, Pereda, Palacio Valdes,
Alarcon, Galdos, Pardo Bazan and others.
Prerequisite: Spanish 204. Three credits
SPANISH 405. History of the Spanish
Lancuace.
Study of the formation of the language,
its evolution and phonetic changes from
Latin to the present modern pronuncia-
tions. Reading and discussions of the early
Spanish texts and the development of the
language in the early period. Prerequisite:
Spanish 204. Three credits
SPANISH 413. Reading List: the Spanish
Novel of the 20th Century.
Reading and discussions of the contempo-
rary Spanish authors, their ideology and
philosophies: Blasco Ibaiiez, Pio Baroja,
Valle Inclan, Cela, Gironella, Laforet and
others. Prerequisite: Spanish 204.
Three credits
SPANISH 414. Reading List: the Spanish
American Novel.
Readings and discussions on the sociologi-
cal and the literary aspects of the leading
Spanish American authors and the develop-
ment of their earliest works. Prerequisite:
Spanish 204. Three credits
SPANISH 415. Reading List: Cervantes.
Readings and discussions of the Galatea,
Persiles, theatre, and novelas ejemplares,
as well as Don Quijote. Prerequisite: Span-
ish 204. Three credits
SPANISH 420. Seminar: Drama of the
Golden Age.
Readings, reports and discussions of the
principal dramatists of the Golden Age:
Lope de Vega, Tirso de Molina, Calderon,
Alarcon and others. Prerequisite: Spanish
204. Three credits
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SPANISH 421. Seminar: the Novel in the
Golden Age.
An extensive study based on readings, re-
ports and discussions on the evolution of
the Spanish picaresque novel: Lazarillo de
Tormes, Guzman de Alfarache and others.
Prerequisite: Spanish 204. Three credits
SPANISH 422. Literature of the
Middle Ages.
Emphasis is placed on such works as
Cantor de Mio Cid, Poema de Ferritin Gon-
zalez, and Amadis de Gaula; authors in-
clude Berceo, Alfonso X, Juan Manuel,
fuan Ruiz, Marques de Santillana, and los
Manrique. Prerequisite: Spanish 204.
Three credits
SP \NISH 423. Renaissance Literature.
The works of Boscan, Garcilaso, Encina.
Nebrija, Torres Naharro, and Lope de
Rueda, and such works as Tirant lo Blanc,
Celestina, and Lazarillo de Tormes form
COMPARATIVE
COMPARATIVE LITERATURE 201.
Survey of Western Literature: Part 1.
Lectures on masterpieces of western litera-
ture from its beginnings to the end of the
classical period. Course investigates the
western author's attempt to establish a
consistent world-view and the emergence
of specific literary forms: the epic, the nar-
rative, the drama. Discussion of compara-
tive aspects of English, French, German,
Italian, Russian, and Spanish literatures.
I i .mi taught. Three credits
( OMPARATIVE LITERATURE 203.
Survei <n Western Literature: Part 2.
Lectures on masterpieces oi western litera-
ture from the end of the < 1. is-.it.il period
to the present day. Course investigates re
lationship of the modern author to reality
and the transformations which both his
world-view and specific literary forms: the
novel, the prose passage, have undergone
the basis of this period of literals activity.
Prerequisite: Spanish 204. Three credits
SPANISH 424. Romanticism.
A study of the early nineteenth century
analyzes the works of such authors and
poets as Larra, Duque de Rivas, Zorilla,
Espronceda, Garcia Gutierrez, Hartzen-
busch, and Becquer. Prerequisite: Spanish
204. Three credits
SPANISH 425. Poetry of the
19th and 20th Centuries.
Works by Gabriel y Galan, de Castro,
Dario, los Machado, Jimenez, Lorca, Guil-
len, Otero, and Salinas are considered. Pre-
requisite: Spanish 204. Three credits
SPANISH 440. Spanish Honors Seminar.
Tutorial conferences, papers, discussions,
and experience in classroom teaching. Pre-
requisite: approval of the Department
chairman. Three credits
LITERATURE
in the poetic, text. Discussion of compara
tive aspects of English, French, German,
Italian, Russian, anil Spanish literatures
Team-taught. Three < redits
COMPARATIVE LITERATURE 301.
Classicism in Western Literature.
Study and discussion of the literature of
the Classical Age in western tradition. De-
signed to enable the student to discovei
the essential components of classicism in
all the literatures studied anil tin si<j,nili
cance ol national variations. Team-taught.
Three < rediti
COMPARATIVE LITERATLRF. 303.
Romanticism in Western Ln era if re.
Study and discussion of the literature of
the Romantic Period in western tradition.
Designed to enable the student to discovei
the essential components of romanticism
in all the literatures studied and the signifi
came of national varia s ream taught.
Three i rediti
I NGLISH 306. Introduc riON ro
1)1 sc RIP! ivl 1 .iNi.i isi ic:s.
Nature ol language; modern methods ol
linguistic analysis. Social and cultural
background ol langu i Three credits
LINGUISTICS
ENGLIS1 C308. Introdui riON to
Historical Lingi isi k s.
Theories and techniques dealing with the
development ol language through fiistor;
language change. Comparative method.
Three credits
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HISTORY
John E. Wrigley, Ph.D., Chairman
First Year
Fall Spring
PhiloM.pl, v 107 8 Theology 117 3
Histon A Elective 3 History A Elective 3
Language 101 3 Language 102 3
English 101 3 English 102 3
Mathematics 101 or Mathematics 102 or
Science 3 Science 3




Philosophy 206 3 Theology 217 3
Social Science Elective 3 Social Science Elective 3
Psvchologv 101 3 Fine Arts 205 3
Language' 202 3 Language 204 3




Philosophv 206 3 Theology 317 3
English 205 3 English 206 3
Elective* 3 Elective* 3
History B Elective 3 History B Elective 3




Philosophv 305 3 Theology 417 3
Social Science Elective 3 Social Science Elective 3
Elective 3 Elective 3
History B Elective 3 History B Elective 3
History B or C Elective** 3 History B or C Elective** 3
15 15
•The department recommends an advanced language course for historv majors.




HISTORY 201-202. Introduction to
European History.
Topics in the history and geography of
Europe from the barbarian invasions to
the fall of the Third Reich. Six credits
HISTORY 209-210. The Ancient World.
A study of the ancient world with special
emphasis on the politics and culture of
Greece and Rome. Six credits
HISTORY 211-212. Medieval Europe.
The rise of Christian Europe from the de-
cline of the Roman Empire to the Age of
Discovery. Six credits
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HISTORY 214 215. Modern Europe.
The history of Europe (1500 to 1900) cm
tered on political and social developments
in German) and France until the rise of
Russia as a world power. Six credits
HISTORY 219 220. The United States.
The shaping of the nation from its earliest
settlement to its present position of world
leadership and an exploration of the role
of Pennsylvania in this development. Re-
quired for teacher certification. Six credits
HISTORY 230-231. Spain and Portugal
in America.
An introduction to the history of Latin
America with emphasis on the Europi an
origin of colonial and republican institu-
tions. Six credits
HISTORY 210-241. Asia and ink
Emerging Nations.
\ stud) of selected areas in Asia and
Africa anil their interrelations with (he-
west. Required for history-education ma-
jors. Six credits
HISTORY 320. Tin United Si \tes and
Pennsylvania.
A one semester survc\ ol the histor) ol the
I S and Pennsylvania fulfills the State re-
quirement lor non-social studies education
majors. Three credits
SEC I ION B: REGION \I.
I OPK \1 STUDIES
\\1)
Ills I ORY 329-330. \\n ri< w Colonii s
and Revolui ids.
A survey ol the colonial place in the lint
ish Empire with emphasis on influential
social, economic, intellectual, and political
lac tots. Second semestei : A sin \ c\ ol the
period 1703 lo 1 7S9. Offered 1968-69
Six c i ril its
ills I ORY ill S32. I in \ vtionai Period.
IIo development ol political, social, and
economic institutions in the United Stales
from the' Constitution to tin [acksonian
period. Six credits
Ills I or\ | ; | | 14. Civn War vnd
Rt c onsi ri c 1 1, in i 1 850 1 877).
Sectionalism and reconstruction in both
North and South, stressing the causes, pel
sotialil ie s, and militan events ol the dis
ruption and reunion of the United States.
Six credits
HISTORY 435-436. Nini ihmii Centura
American Sociai wd Cultural History.
Topics In the expansion and settlement of
the nation with emphasis on the shaping
ol the American character. Offered 1968-69
Six i redits
HISTORY 137-438. America in the
Twentieth Cen 1 1 us .
Political and diplomatic changes in the
United Stales since 1900.
Six credits
HISTORY 349-350. Rinuss\n, , \m,
Reformation.
Topics illustrating the economic, social, re-
ligious and political changes in Western
society from 1400 to 1000. Six credits
HIS TORY 351-352. Modern Hrii \in sin, i
Kill:;.
A treatment of the broad social, political,
and economic trends in the shaping ol
Modern Britain. Offered 1968 69.
S;\ e redits
HISTORY 353-354. The Freni h
Revolution vndthi Napoleonic Era.
Origins and consequences ol the revolu-
tion of 1 7S9 both in France and in
Europe. Siv i redits
HlsloRi 355-356. Germans Sincj 1848.
The political, social, and cultural history
ol Germany from the movement For unifi-
cation to the- present. Offered 1968-69.
Six i redits
Ills I or. 367 368. Hisic.k\ oi I vsi
Central I i rope.
A surve) ol the- development ol national
consciousness and ol national stales in east
central Europe. Six credits
ills I Din 371 372. Divided Christendom.
I In interrelation ol political, cultural aim\
theological differences between Rome and
Byzantium and the failure ol ecumenical
efforts to unite- Christianity, 1054 to 1517.
Ma) In substituted for Theolog) 217 oi
31 7. Six i redits
Ills I OR\ 125 126. Histoid oi Ri ssia
I he development ol the Russian empire
to the end ol the 19th century; the um ol
sovie i powei aliet the revolution. Offered
1968 69 Six credits
Si hool of Arts and Science* , 5
HISTORY III 445. III! 1 \K 1 M IN INK
I9TH un L'llui ( A NTURI1 v.
Concentration on China anil Japan and
their interaction and development since
their contact with the west. Offered 1968
69. Six < rediti
si ( riON C: SEMIN VRS
HISTORY 171 172. Seminar in American
Hisiom (Noi offered 1967 I -
HIsIORY 473474. s, M i\\k in 1j ropi \n
HlSTORi iXo( ollered 1967'
I lis TORY 475- 17»>. Seminar in British
History.
An introduction to t He- aims and methods
ol the historian through the preparation
of papers on selected topics in the field
spec ified—American, European or British—
along with discussion in small group meet-
ings or tutorial conferences. Six credits
MATHEMATICS






























































































•Qualified students will be placed in a more advanced sequence of courses.
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MATHEMATICS 101, 102. Survey of
Mathematics.
Logic; sets; counting procedures; probabil-
ity; functions; linear systems and matrices;
linear programming; and elementary cal-
culus. A terminal course. Six credits
MATHEMATICS 103. Algebra and
Trigonometry.
Operations of algebra; complex numbers;
logarithmic, exponential, and trigonomet-
ric functions and equations; linear systems
ami matrices: inequalities; series: and in-
troductory probability. Four credits
MATHEMATICS 106. Calculus and
Analytic Gi ometry I.
Functions: limits and continuity; differen-
tiation of algebraic functions; applications
to maxima and minima, curve tracing, ve-
locity and acceleration; integration with
application to areas, volumes, surfaces and
work: the fundamental theorem of the cal-
cuius. Prerequisite: Mathematics 103.
Four credits
M \ 1 HEMATICS 216. Calculus and
An u.vne Geometry II.
Differentiation and integration of tran-
scendental functions: techniques of inte-
gration; improper integrals; conic sections:
polar coordinates. Prerequisite: Mathemat-
ics 106. Four credits
MATHEMATICS 217. Calculus and
An ai hii Gi OMETRY III.
Analytic geometry of three dimensions;
partial differentiation: multiple integra-
tion; infinite series and Taylor expan-
sions: indeterminate forms Prerequisite:
Mathematics 216. Four credits
MATHEMATICS 210. 220, 221. Calcit i s
AND ANALV I !< Gl OM] 1 KY.
Entering freshmen who. in the opinion of
the department, arc capable will be in-
vited to follow this sequence; content is
the same as Mathematics 106, 216, and
217; treatment is more rigorous and exten-
sive, i edits
MATHEMATN S 308 Differential
EQI VITUS, s.
Differential equations of the htst order;
linear differential equations of higher
order; Laplace transforms; series solutions;
applications to the physical sciences. Pre-
requisite: Mathematics 217 or 221.
Three credits
\l VI HEM VI ICS S10, \n\ u*< ed
C \l « 111 5.
Partial differentiation; multiple integra-
tion: improper integrals; and infinite se-
ries. Prerequisite: Mathematics 217 or 221.
Three credits
MATHEMATICS 312. Modern \i libra.
Sets and mappings: groups, rings and
homomorphisms; Sylow theorems; quotient
structures: polynomial rings: ideals; intro-




Relationship of projective spaces to vector
spaces: duality; collineations and correla-
tions; theorems of Desargues, Pappus. Pas
cal and Brianchon; conic sections; pole-
polar duality. Prerequisite: Mathematics
312. Three credits
MATHEMATICS 412. Yec roR Analysis.
Differential and integral calculus of \ec
tors; application to dynamics of systems of
particles and rigid bodies. Prerequisite:
Mathematics 310. Three credits
MATHEMATICS 419, 420. Seminar.
Presentation and discussion of papers at
weekly meetings. Two credits
\1 V ["HEM \TK.s 150. \i merii \t
\N U -, sis.
Solution of algebraic, transcendental and
differential equations; difference equa-
tions: matrix inversion: (.auss and Cheby-
schev functions. Prerequisite: Mathematics
and 310 Three credits
MATHEMA1 ICS 160. Probability
WD S| \ I lsl k s.
Sample spaces; distributions: random van
ablcs: deviation; analysis ol variance; and
sampling theon Prerequisite: Matin nut
us 217 oi 221. Three credits
MA 1 111 MAI ics 170. Spei iai I i ni riONS.
Generating functions; orthogonal systems
of functions; Legendre, Hermite, Bessel,
Fourier, Gamma and Beta functions; pai
tial differential equations. Prerequisite;
Mathematics 3ns ami 310. Three credits
School of Arts and Sciences 11
M \ 1111 M \TICS 480. Lini \k Vlgebra.
Finite dimensional vector spaces and lin-
ear mappings; dual spaces; matrix alge-
bras; invariant factors and elementary «. I i
visors; unitary spaces; tin spectral theorem
for normal operators; linear groups. An
Honors Course. Prerequisite: Mathematics
312. Three credits
MATHEM \ I ICS 185. Complex
VARJ Mil 1 s.
The Cauchy-Riemann equations; Cauchy's
integral Formulas; series expansions of
analytic functions; and eonformal map-
ping. An Honors Course. Prerequisite:
Mathematics 308 and 310. Three credits
MILITARY SCIENCE
Colonel Stephfn su vasy . Chairman
MILITARY SCIENCE 101. 102. Bash
Freshman Military Science I.
\n introduction to Basic Military Science:
Organization of the Army and ROTC; Air
Defense Artillery and Field Artillery; In-
dividual Weapons and Marksmanship:
I .S. \rmy and National Security; School
of the Soldier and Exercise of Command.
One hour of lecture, one hour of drill;
and. in lieu of thirty hours of military in-
struction, students will substitute an aca-
demic subject that is required in the stu-
dent's normal academic curriculum during
his Freshman Year, providing it falls into
one of the following general academic
areas: Effective Communication. Science
Comprehension, General Psvchologv. or
Political Development and Political Insti-
tutions; two terms. Two credits
MILITARY SCIENCE 201. 222. Basic
Sophomore Military Sc ience II.
A continuation of MS I: American Mili-
tary Historv: Map and Aerial Photograph
Reading: Introduction to Artillery Tactics
and Techniques; Counterinsurgencv;
School of the Soldier: Hand to Hand
Combat: Ph\sical Training: Exercise of
Command. Two hours of lecture, one hour
of drill: two terms. Two credits
MILITARY SCIENCE 301, 302.
Advanced Course Military Science III.
Provides basic military education and. with
other college disciplines, develops individ-
ual character and attributes essential to an
officer: Leadership: Military Teaching
Principles: Artillery Tactics and Tech-
niques: Infantry Tactics. Techniques, and
Communications; and Pre-Camp Orienta-
tion. MS III students will exercise com-
mand. In lieu of forty-five hours of military
instruction, excluding the aforementioned
subjects, students will substitute from the
following general academic areas: Science
Comprehension; Effective Communication;
General Psvchologv or Political Develop-
ment and Political Institutions. The substi-
tution need not necessarily be from junior
year subjects. Two terms. Six credits
MILITARY nCIENCE 401, 402.
Advanced Course Military Science IV.
A continuation of MS III. Develops an
appreciation of command and staff respon-
sibilities: Army Administration; Militarv
Law; Operations; Logistics: The Role of
the U.S. in World Affairs; Field Artillery-
Tactics and Techniques: and Service Ori-
entation. MS IV students will exercise
command. In lieu of fortv-five hours of mil-
itarv instruction, excluding the aforemen-
tioned subjects, students will substitute
from the following general academic areas:
Science Comprehension: Effective Commu-
nication; General Psychology or Political
Development and Political Institutions.
The substitution need not necessarilv be
from senior year subjects. Flight training
(light aviation) is available to a limited
number of tadets on an extracurricular ba-
sis (70 hours). Two terms. Six credits
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Fall
Philosophy 107 3
English in I 3
Language 101 3
Mathematics H>1 or
Science 3 or 4
Social Science Elect ive 3













































































Mill OSOPH\ m: I ..,.1,
\n introduction t<> the science ol correct
thinking as reflected in tin processes ol
definition, construction of syllogisms, and
analysis ol common Fallacies The course
includes both traditional and modern ap-
proaches to logic. Three < redits
PHILOSOPHY 206. hi.iuMmniv ,„ \| \n
\n investigation ol thi nature and powers
of man. the origin and destiny ol tin hu
man soul, and tin- nature of human
knowledge and human freedom, with em-
phasis both on the \i'istott li.m -Thomistil
approach and contemporary variations.
Prerequisite: Philosophy 107. Three credits
PHILOSOPHY 802 Probu ms oi
Km >u i i DGI .
\ survey of the nature and limits ol hu
man knowledge as presented b) the majoi
philosophers. Required of all philosophy
rs; open to others approved by the
chairman. three credits
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PHILOSOPHY .105. Metaphysics.
\m analysis of the broadest and mosi fun-
il.iiiKin.il .ispnis of reality and knowledge
,iv conceived l>\ the major philosophers,
including .1 discussion of the existence and
nature of Cod. Prerequisite: Philosophy
206. Three crediti.
PHILOSOPHY 313. Introduction to
Morai Philosophy.
The course seeks to establish rational
foundations for moral living drawing upon
science, histon. psychology, and philoso-
phy. Prerequisite: Philosophy 206. Re-
quired of all students not taking Theol-
ogy. Three credits
PHILOSOPHY 314. Applied Moral
Philosophy.
An application of the basic principles of
ethical theory to specific situations and
problems in family, political, business,
professional, and international societies.
Prerequisites: Philosophy 206, Philosophy
313. Required of all students not taking
Theology. Three credits
PHILOSOPHY 315. Advanced Moral
Philosophy.
A detailed approach to the moral philoso-
phy of Aristotle and Thomas Aquinas and
other major thinkers, with specific refer-
ence to the more abstract problems of the
moral order. Required of all philosophy
majors; open to otheis approved by the
chairman. Three credits
PHILOSOPHY 400. Philosophies of God.
An investigation into the variety of philo-
sophical approaches to the existence and
nature of God in the writings of classical
philosophers from the ancients through
the contemporaries. The course will exam-
ine the themes of theism, atheism, agnos-
ticism, pantheism, and panentheism.
Three credits
PHILOSOPHY 101. Aesthetics.
\ 1 onsideration of the nature of art, art
.icii\itv. art appreciation, and the function
of art. with special reference to Art His
(U111 with an elementary basis for forming
a critical judgment with respect to art
(and fine art) in general and specific
works of art in particular. Three credits
PHILOSOPHY 102. Eastern Philosophy.
A comparative study of Asian thought
with special emphasis on philosophies
originating in India and China. Logical,
metaphysical, epistemological, ethical, and
political problems will be used as a frame-
work for the study. Three credits
PHILOSOPHY 403. American
Philosophy.
A study of vital American thought in three
periods: New England transcendentalism;
the classical group (Peirce, James, Royce,
Santayana, Dewey, Whitehead); and the
contemporary movements as seen in the
philosophies of Perry. Hocking, Mead, Sel-
lars, Lovejoy, and Brightman. The course
will discuss American thought in its rela-
tionship to pragmatism, process philoso-
phy, and personalism. Tliree credits
PHILOSOPHY 405. Phenomenology and
Existentialism.
An approach to contemporary existential-
ism through the philosophies of Hegel,
Kierkegaard, Nietzsche, Husserl, and
Heidegger. The course will study in detail
the existentialist philosophies of Sartre,
Marcel, Jaspers and Lhiamuno. and will
investigate the religious existentialism of
Buber and Tillich, and the literary exis-
tentialism of Camus and Simone de Beau-
voir. Three credits
PHILOSOPHY 406. Philosophy of
Science.
\n investigation of the relationship be-
tween philosophy and science from the
standpoint of knowledge and method. The
course will deal with philosophical prob-
lems common to the natural and social
sciences, including the role of laws and
theories in scientific explanation and pre-
diction, the problem of induction and con-
firmation, and the nature and role of
measurement and scaling. An historicaltory. The course seeks to provide the stu
N.B. Prerequisite fur all 400 courses: Philosophy 305. Seniors may choose their philosophy
elective from the following offerings in 1967-68: Philosophy 400, till. 405, 408, or 111
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survey will discuss the development of sci-




A study of the basic writings of Moore,
Russell. Wittgenstein, Ayer, Strawson. \us
tin, Ryle, and Wisdom. Topics may in-
clude: the method of linguistic analysis
and its application to traditional philo-
sophical problems; the problem of mean-
ing and truth; the relation between lan-
guage, thought, and reality; logical posi-
tivism and the faith of the verification
principle; meaning and verification of
statements in religious language, ethics
and metaphysics. Three credits
PHILOSOPHY ins s-, mbolic Lock .
A study of the following branches of mod-
ern or symbolic logic: truth-functional
logic; quantificational logic; and the logic
of relations. Principles of Aristotelian logic
will be evaluated, and the relationship be-
tween modern logic and Aristotelian logic
will be analyzed. Three credits
PHILOSOPHY 11)9. Philosophy of
Communism.
\ stud) of dialectical materialism consid-
ered as the philosophical foundation of
contemporary socialism and communism.
The basic writings of Marx, Engels, Lenin
and their immediate disciples will be ana-
lyzed, along with the works of the French
and British socialists. Three credits
PHILOSOPHY llll. Prim iples and
Problems of Ethics.
An exposition of the principles governing
the rightness and wrongness of human ac-
tions, along with an analysis of human
happiness, the role of the natural moral
law and the nature of virtue. Instruction
in the application ol ethical principles in
tin solution of problems in family, politi-
cal, business, professional and interna
tional societies. Three credits
PHILOSOPHY 113. History of Ancient
and Medieval Philosophy.
\ survey of philosophy from the early
Greek thinkers through the decline of
Scholasticism. Required of all philosophy
majors. Three credits
PHILOSOPHY 111. History of Modern
and Contemporary Philosophy.
A survey of philosophy from the Renais-
sance period through contemporary think-
ers. Required of all philosophy maims.
Tine, , reditS
PHILOSOPHY 425. Seminar.
Basis of the course will l>e papeis prepared
l>\ individual students. Emphasis on inte-
gral and integrating nature of philosophy.
Required of all philosophy majors; open




dm i'ii W. Simmons. M.S.. \i ting Chairman
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History or Social Science 3
Elective 3
16
PHYSICS 111, 112. General Physics I & II.
For Freshman physics majors. Topics con-
sidered include mechanics, special rela-
tivity, electricity, and magnetism. Prerequi-
site: Mathematics 106 and 216 concur-
rently. Three hours lecture, two hours
laboratory; two terms. Eight credits
PHYSICS 211. 212. General Physics.
Mechanics, heat, light, sound, electricity
and magnetism, and modern physics. Pre-
requisite: Mathematics 106. Three hours of
lecture, two hours of laboratory; two terms.
Eight credits
PHYSICS 213. General Physics III.
Includes topics relative to wave phenom-
ena and modern physics. Prerequisites:
l'lnsics 112 or 212: Mathematics 216 con-
currently. Three hours of lecture.
Three credits
PHYSICS 304. States. Waves and
Photons.
A modern introduction to optics encom-
passing matrix representations of optical
systems and polarisation states of light:
the Jones calculus, the Mueller calculus
and the Stokes representation; states of
light as eigenstates of operators, expecta-
tion values, the bra-ket product and prob-
ability amplitudes; an approach to scalar
diffraction through Green's theorem and
Fourier transforms; the electromagnetic
field and its quantization. Prerequisite:
Physics 309. Three hours of lecture and
one laboratory period per week.
Four credits
PHYSICS 305. Introduction to
Astrophysics.
Methods for determining the basic proper-
ties of stars, such as temperatures, masses,
and radii; stellar energy and structure.
Three credits
PHYSICS 306. Galactic Structure.
The constituents of the galaxy and its
properties are discussed, using results of
optical and radio astronomy. Three credits
PHYSICS 308. Circuit Theory.
A study of electrical networks, their re-
sponse and the common network theo
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rems. Prerequisite: Physics 112 and Math-
ematics 216. Two hours of lecture and one
laboratory period per week. Three credits
PHYSICS 309. Electricity and
Magnetism.
Physical and mathematical properties of
electric fields, potential, dielectrics, mag-
netic fields, induced emf, magnetic mate-
rials, electromagnetism and Maxwell's equa-
tions. Prerequisites: Physics 212; Mathe-
matics 310 either previously or concur-
rently. Three hours of lecture. Three credits
PHYSICS 405. Thermodynamics.
Topics treated include the first, second
and third law of Thermodynamics; kinetic
theory of gases; transport phenomena:
Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics; Bose-Einstein
and Fermi-Dirac statistics. Three hours of
lecture. Three credit-,
PHYSICS 407. Atomic Physics.
Lectures and problems dealing with the
special theory of relativity, black body ra-
diation, photoelectric and thermionic
emission, wave-particle duality, uncertainty
principle, Rutherford scattering, the Bohr-
Sommerfeld atom, the Schroedinger equa-
tion and its application to the hydrogen
atom. Additional topics include the inter-
action of radiation with matter, X-rays and
the diatomic molecule. Prerequisite: Phys-
ics 308 and Mathematics .'il(l. Three hours
lecture, one laboratory period per week.
Four credits
PHYSICS 408. Nuclear Physics.
Introductory course in nuclear physics;
covers such topics as fundamental particles,
properties of nuclei, radioactivity, and nu-
clear reactions. Prerequisite: Physics 407.
Three hours of lecture, two hours of labo-
ratory. Four credits
PHYSICS 410. Electronic s.
An introductory course dealing with vac-
uum tube and transistor circuits. Prerequi-
site: Physics 308, Mathematics 217. Two
hours of lecture, one laboratory period per
week. Three credits
PHYSICS 413, 111. Mechanics.
Topics include the single particle and s\s
terns of particles in one, two and three
dimensions; rotation of a rigid body: mov-
ing coordinate systems; and the mechanics
of continuous media. Lagrange's and Hamil-
ton's Equations are developed and tensor
methods are introduced in their non-rela-
tionistic applications. Prerequisite: Mathe-
matics 310. Three hours of lecture; two
terms. Six credits
PHYSICS 416. Quantum Mixhanics.
An introductory course. Prerequisites:
Mathematics 308, I'lnsiis 213. Three t redits
PHYSICS 419, 420. Seminar.
Students engage in individual studies, pre
sent papers, and become acquainted with
the literature. Required of all physics ma
jors. One hour weekly; two terms.
Two 1 1 edits
PHYSICS 121. Histori en Sc n \c i .
\n introduction to scientific thought and
scientific discoveries from the earliest times
to tlu- present. Individual work in the his











M:ii In rii.it i < s 1(11 or
Si ience 3 or 4
Political Science nil :t
Mili la
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Mathematii s 102 oi
Science 3 or I
Political Science 103 3
Military Science 102 1
16 or 17
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Political Science majors. History 219-220
15
for Political
POLITICAL SCIENCE 101. Science of
Government.
A study of the nature of political authority.
the state, its organs and their functions.
Three credits
POLITICAL SCIENCE 103. Geopolitics.
\ survey of the geographic factors influ-
encing the real and potential economic
and political development of nations.
Three < reditu
POLITICAL SCIENCE 301. American
Federal Government.
An examination of the organization and
functions of the federal government of the
L'nited States; a study of the separation of
powers and relations with the states. Re-
quired of all Political Science majors.
Three credits
POLITICAL SCIENCE 302. American
State Government.
\ study of the state as a partner in the
federal system; the states' constitutional
development: and principles underlying
state governmental organization, reorgan-
ization, and functions. Three credits
POLITICAL SCIENCE 303. American
Constti l I [ONAL Law.
An analysis of the development of the
Constitution via the interpretations of the
Supreme Court. Principal topics are the
federal system, judicial review, separation
of powers, powers of Congress and the
President, the Commerce Clause, and po-
litical and civil rights. Three credits
POLITICAL SCIENCE 402. United
States Foreign Relations.
The historical development of L'nited
States diplomacy and foreign policy from
the period of the Revolution to 1914.
Three credits
POLITICAL SCIENCE 402. United
States Foreign Relations.
A continuation of Government 401, from
1914 to the present. Three credits
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POLITICAL SCIENCE 405. Municipal
Government.
A study of the organization and functions
of government at the municipal level and
an analysis of trends and types of munici-
pal governments. Three credits
POLITICAL SCIENCE 406. Comparative
Government.
A comparative analvsis of the constitutional
principles and governmental organizations




An analysis of the basic patterns and ma-
jor factors underlying international poli-
tics. Consideration to current international
problems. Three credits
POLITICAL SCIENCE 409. American
Political Parties.
A view of the political problems of the
United States as revealed in the major and
minor political parties that have arisen
during the country's history. Three credits
POLITICAL SCIENCE 110. Survey oi
Political Thought.
An analysis of the major political writers
from Plato to the present. Emphasis on
each author's concept of the state, its func-
tion and end. and his solution to the
problem of the reconciliation of the com




A study of the governmental institutions
and political processes of the emergent na-
tions of Africa, the Middle East, and South
Asia. Three i redits
POLITICAL SCIENCE 415. Seminar I.
A study of methods of research and schol-
arly writing. Directed research and reports
on individual assignments. Required of all
Political Science majors. Three credits
POLITICAL SCIENCE Hi,. Si minar II.
Supervised research and writing on major
topic. Weekly presentation and group dis-
cussion of individual papers. Submission ot
written thesis. Required of all Political Sci-
ence majors. Three credits
POLITICAL SCIENCE 480. Advanced
In 1 ERNATIONAL RELATIONS.
Directed individual research and reports
on selected problems of modern interna-
tional politics. Open to gifted students by
invitation. Three credits
PSYCHOLOGY
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Full
Philosophy 206


































•Biology 117 US. Chemistry 101-102. Physics 211-212. or Plnsics 111-112 or any higher numbered
two-semester course in these departments for which the student has the prerequisites.
\ B General Psychology 101 is a prerequisite for all other psvchology courses (with the excep-
tion of Psychology 212). With the permission of the Instructor in a particular course this
l'ii I. quisite may be waived.
PSYCHOLOGY 101. General
Psychology I.
Introduction to the scientific study of
human behavior. Emphasis on methods of
psychological research and principles and




A continuation of Psychology 101. For stu-
dents who plan to major in psychologv
and for other students who desire a more
intensive coverage of the principles and
theories of psychologv' than is possible in
the first course. Three credits
Vs\ CHOLOGY 212. Statistics I.
An introduction to statistics, emphasizing
such descriptive measures as central tend-
ency, variability and correlation. Prerequi-
site: Mathematics 103-106 or equivalent
with permission. Three credits
PSY ( HOLOGY 213. Statistics II.
An intermediate course in inferential sta-
tistics, emphasizing such techniques as the
analysis of variance and t-tests. Prerequi-
site: Statistics I or equivalent. Three credits
PSYCHOLOGY 303. Educational
Psychology.




A general study of the development of be-
havior and the human personality from
conception through adulthood: special em-




An introductory course surveying the prin-
cipal forms of the major and minor mental
disorders, with emphasis on the causes,
symptoms, course and treatment. An anal-
vsis of the over-all problem of mental ill-
ness and a study of certain borderline per-
sonality and behavioral patterns and other
forms of psychological deviation. Prerequi-
site: Psychology 324 or permission.
Three credits
PSYCHOLOGY 316. Tests and
Measurements.
The selection, administration and interpre-
tation of psychological tests used in the
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measurement of aptitudes, achievement, in-
terest and personality. Prerequisite: Psy-
chology 212 or equivalent. Three credits
PSYCHOLOGY 319. Experimental
PS\ I HOLOGV I.
A laboratory course designed to introduce
the student to the classical psychological ex-
periments and to train him in the methods
ol experimental design and research. Ex-
periments on the sensory processes, percep-
tion, learning, memory, thought processes
and emotions. Prerequisites: Psychology 201
and 213 or permission. Three hours lecture,
three hours laboratory. Four credits
PSYCHOLOGY 320. Experimental
Psychology II.
Lectures and discussions on modern exper-
imental psychology. For laboratory work,
the student plans, designs, and performs an
original research experiment. Prerequisite:
Psychology 319. Three hours lecture, three
hours laboratory. Four credit*
PSYCHOLOGY 122. Sociai Psychology.
A stud\ of the facts and theories dealing
with the phenomena of social behavior.
Focuses on individual behavior as it allots
and is affected by the behavior of others.
Three credits
PSYCHOLOGY 123. Seminar I.
Readings, discussion and analysis of the
scientific and philosophical roots of mod-
ern psychological theories and problems.
Prerequisite: Psychology 201 or permission
of the Chairman. Three t redits
PSYCHOLOGY 121. Seminar II.
A continuation of Ps\chologv 123 with pri-
marv focus on contemporary theories and
research: independent student research and
discussion of contemporary psychological
problems. The final examination is oral
and comprehensive, covering the field of
psychology in general as well as the specific
topics of the student's independent study.
Prerequisites: Psychology- 201 and 423 or
permission of the Chairman. Tliree credits
PSYCHOLOGY 322. Readings in
PSY< HOLOGY.
Readings consist of basic books and period-
icals having relevance for the broad field of
psychology; assignments discussed in semi-
nal fashion at one two-hour meeting
weekly. Prerequisite: Psychology 201.
Three credits
PSY( HOI <>(,Y 324. Personality
Dynamics and Adjustment.
\n analysis of the human system, the dy-
namics of individual behavior, and a con-
sideration of resources necessary for eff< i
tive living as they are related to a better
understanding of personal adjustments in




Designed to integrate and apply the stu-
dent's knowledge of scientific psychology,
scientific methods, laboratory and statisti
cal techniques, and the field of research
lit( rature in the solution of a specific prob-
lem. Requires completion of a research
project under the direction ol a stall mem-
ber. Prerequisite: Psycholog) 320. One or
two terms. Three credits per term
PSY< I It >l «M.\ 153. ["heoriesof
1.1 IRNING.
An analysis of the principal theories of
learning in the light of recent experiments
in animal and human learning. Prerequi-
site: Psychology 201. Three credits
PSYCHOl OGY 117. Industriai and
Bl sini vs PsY< HOI OG1
\ stud) ol those psychological principles,
methods and techniques which are espe
<iall\ relevant to an understanding of hu-
man relations and efficiency in business and
industn Three credits
PSY( HOLOGV Co nseung
I 111 Okll s \NH I'KINC HI 1 v
rheories and principles "1 the counseling
process. I he dynamics ol human change.
I be objectives, work, and continuing
problems ol counseling. Prerequisite Ps}
cholog) MM oi equivalent. Three credits
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A consideration of fundamental concepts
in several approaches to the study of hu-
man relationships. Three credits
SOCIOLOGY 103. Social Problems and
\(,KNCIES.
A study of current maladjustments in ur-
ban and rural human relationships and of
the agencies designed to assist groups and
individuals concerned. Three credits
SOCIOLOGY 304. Marriage and the
Family.
A study of the factors which make for suc-
cessful family life. Offered each semester.
Three credits
SOCIOLOGY 305. Social Institutions.
A consideration of the continuing organi-
zations whereby control in groups is exer-
cised. The family, the state, the parish, pri-
vate property, occupations, education and
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recreation are studied with regard to ex-
pected behavior and member roles.
Three credits
SOCIOLOGY 306. Minority Groups.
Examination of the racial and ethnic
groups that compose American society.
Emphasis on the processes involved in so-
cial change in intergroup relations.
Three credits
SOCIOLOGY 308. The City \ni>
Social Change.
A study of the rate and significance of ur-
banization in the United States and the
world, with particular attention to the
housing, planning, and redevelopment
movements. Three credits
SOCIOLOGY 309. Population.
Demographic study of trends and differen-
tials in fertilitv. mortality, migration and
urbanization and national increase as these
relate to levels of living in the world.
Three credits
SOCIOLOGY 313, 314. Social Statistics.
A general introduction to the mathematical
techniques of statistics, with special empha-
sis on interpretation and application to so-
ciology. Six credits
SOCIOLOGY 404. The Sociology of
Religion.
A study of religion as a basic social institu-
tion and of its relationships with the polit-
ical, economic, and stratification systems of
society and with social change. Three t redits
SIX I()l OGl IDT. HIS. InTRODU< HON 1.)
Soi i \i Ri si \k( ii.
Assistance is given individual students or a
group of students in class and in confer-
ences low. ml planning ami completing a
projeci which requires utilization oi several
social research techniques. Projects com
pleted satisfactorily in one semester will
receive three < i -. I it s Open only to majors
in sociology or preparation for social work.
Two hours lecture, four hours field work,
per week; two terms. Eight credits
SOCIOLOGY 412, 414. Introduction to
Social Work.
An elemental v interpretation of social cast
work in various settings, social group work.
community organization, and research in
the profession ol social work. Two hours in
class and a minimum of four hours in a
welfare agency each week. If agency place-
ment is not desired, credit is given for class
sessions only. Two terms.
Four i redits or eight credits
SOCIOLOGY 416. Criminology.
A consideration of delinquency, the- ma
chinery of justice and the treatment of
criminals. Three credits
SOCIOLOGY 418. Anthropology.
A more complete study of the cultural ap-
proach to sociology than is possible in the
introductory course. Three credits
SOCIOLOGY 420. Industrial Sociology.
\n examination of human relationships
and social processes in occupational groups.
Three credits
sociology 422. Social Psychology
Identical with Psychology 122.
Three i redits
so( IOLOGY 425. HlSTOR\ oi Social
LllOl C.ll 1.
A briel consideration ol major contribu-
tions to thinking concerning human rela-
iionsliips. three t I
SOCIOLOGY 426. Sociolocii w
I III CIK\ .
A survey ol the results ol theory-making
from the- genetic point ol view. Emphasis
will be- given lo theorists who have had the
most influence in American sociology
Three i redits
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PREPARATION FOR SOCIAL WORK
The program below is recommended to students who have completed the























































Brother James J. Kaiser, F.S.C., S.T.D., Chairman
Catholic students follow certain courses in
Theology. This framework of religious
study is related to the purposes and objec-
tives of the College. The curriculum in
Theology stresses the essential truths
which are basic to our Judeo-Christian
civilization and without which there can
be no truly Christian intellectual and cul-
tural formation. Non-Catholic students fol-
low a different sequence of courses de-
signed to enhance appreciation of the reli-
gious elements essential to a true educa-
tion. This sequence includes Theology
108. Philosophy 313 and 314, and an op-
tion chosen from among Theology 313,
440, or History 371-372.
Catholic students whose background in-
dicates considerable deficiency in the basic
elements of religion take Theology 100 in
their first semester: thereafter they follow
the same program as other Catholic stu-
dents.
Unless noted otherwise, all one-term
courses are offered in both semesters. In
courses with a two-term sequence, odd-
numbered courses are given in the fall,
even-numbered courses in the spring se-
mester.
THEOLOGY 117. Sacred Scripture.
An introduction to contemporary biblical
studies through an analysis of selected
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books of the Old and New Testaments
with focus on the unifying themes and the
theological thought they contain. Required
of all Catholic students. Three credits
THEOLOGY 217. Christian Man
in the Modern World.
The nature of faitli as an essential facet of
the mature personality; an examination
and discussion in the light of modern dis-
coveries of some selected problems con-
temporary man faces, particularly regard-
ing free will, sex, love, and the historic it\
of man. Three credits
THEOLOGY 317. God and Man's
Salvation.
The studv of salvation: its need, nature,
promise and fulfillment, as set forth in Sa-
cred Scripture and theological tradition:
the Triune God. Author of Man's salva-
tion; man's need for salvation and the
ways modern man recognizes this need;
the Incarnation, the sign and realization
of God's redemptive love. Three credits
THEOLOGY 417. Sacramental
Encounter with the Risen Lord.
Through an examination of Sacred Scrip-
ture. Patristic, Conciliar, and contempo-
rary theological thought the sacraments,
particularly of Christian Initiation-
Baptism, Confirmation, and the Eucharist
—are studied as efficacious means of per-
sonal encounter with the Risen Lord and
existential participation in His sanctifying
worship. Three credits
THEOLOGY ELECT IVES AND
COURSES FOR SPECIAL GROUPS
THEOLOGY 100. Survei of
Catholic Dim i kim .
\n exposition and discussion of the prin-
cipal truths of tin Catholii Faith; required
of Catholii freshmen whose academic
background indicates considerable defi-
ciencv in the knowledge of the basic dog-
mas of the Faith. Non-Catholic students
may elecl this course. Three credits
THEOLOGY 108. Survey of the Bibi.i
\n introductory course in the Bible with
emphasis on the history of the Chosen
People and on the life. work, and charai
ter of Jesus. For Non-Catholic students
Three i redits
THEOLOGY 123-124. S< ripture
Studies.
Fall term: A comprehensive studv of the
books of the Old testament focusing on
their content and literary composition
Spring term: An introduction to the theol-
>! St. Paul through an intensive study
of ke\ texts taken from various Epistles.
Open only to the Brothers Scholastics
Two terms. Six credits
THEOLOGY 223-224. Contemporary
Moral Theology .
Studies the nature of responsible, On is
tian, human activity with detailed applica-
tion of principles to contemporary prob-
lems. These courses, open onlv to Brothers
Scholastics, are oriented to the students'
future teaching commitment. Two terms.
redits
THEOLOGY 313. The Development of
Jewish Rith.hu -, Thought.
An extensive survey of the Jewish Reli-
gion, including discussion and analysis of
Jewish theology, religious practices, ritual.
and customs, Heated in the li>_;ht ol other
great religions of the world. Open to all
Non-Catholic students. Catholic students
may elect this course as a substitute for
Theology 217. 317. or 417. Three credits
1 HEOLOGY 323-324. Dogmatk
Theology.
The Triune God: relations of the Divine
Persons to one another and their role in
the Redemption of man: the Son of God
who became man: his attributes and quali-
ties; the deeds of his life in the salvation
of the human race; the presence of the
mystery ol salvation in the liturgical action
of the Church. Organized as a preparation
for teachers "I Kerygmatic rheology, the
course examines each ol these mysteries
according to the Biblical theme, patristic
teaching and tin development of the doc-
trine in the history <>l the Chinch, and the
theology of St. Thomas Open only to
Brothers Scholastics. Two terms. Si* credits
School of Arts and St iences 9
1
I ill 01 OG^ II 1 '. Christian \l irriagi in
i mi Modi k\ Wori i>.
\ i. hum on marriage, open mih to seniors
.in an independent elective or substitute
[01 rheolog} 117. staffed li\ .1 theologian,
.i psychologist, and .i sociologist. Theologi-
cally, the course will consider the sacra
mentality of marriage a sign ol Christian
Faith which nourishes the Faith ol the be
lievers and provides an apostoli< witness
to the world. The psychological aspect will
be concerned with marriage as .i means ol
human fulfillment. The sociological per-
spective will present an understanding "I
the modern American family—its historical
development, famil) values and practices,
and an assessment of contemporary ideals
and behavior regarding sex and family
life. Three credits
I HI OLOCY 423-424. The Theology of
I 111 S \l RAMEN In.
An introduction to sacramental worship,
exploring the sacramental nature of salva-
tion and the concept of a sacrament. I all
Term: the Sacraments of Initiation: Bap-
tism. Confirmation, and the Eucharist.
Spring Term: Sacraments of Reconcilia-
tion: Penance and Anointing: and. the
two Social Sacraments: Orders and Matri-
mony. Open only to Brothers Scholastics.
Two terms. Six credits
THEOLOGY 440. Histork \l Origins
in Wori. ti Religions
\ cultural and historical approach to the
rise and development of Judaism. Christi-
anity, Islam, and the major oriental reli-
gions. Given in the spring term only. For
Non-Catholil students. Catholic students
ma) take this course .is a substitute for
Theology 217, 317, or 117. Three credits
1111 ()l OGY451. Tm History and
Theology oi Liturgii u Worship.
\ stud) of the growth and development of
the Baptismal and Eucharistic Liturgy
through a consideration of its historical
sources: discussion of Conciliar teaching
and contemporary thought on the Christo-
logical .ind ecclesial dimensions of sacra-
mental encounter. Given in the spring




See p. 74 of the Histon section of the tata
logue for a description of these courses.
Either course may be taken as a substitute
for Theology 217 or 317: also open to Non-
Catholic students. Two terms. Six credits
PHILOSOPHY 313. Introduction to
Moral Philosophy.
Sic p. 79 of the Philosophy section ol the
catalogue for a description of this course.
For Non-Catholic students. Given in the
fall term only. Three credits
PHILOSOPHY 314. Applied Moral
Philosophy.
See p. 79 of the Philosophy section of the
catalogue for a description of this course.
For Nun Catholic students. Given in the
spring term only. Three credits
School of
Business Administration
Brother David Pendergast, Dean
The School ol Business Administration was established as a separate division
ol the College in 1955 to oiler an increased variety of programs to students
preparing for a business < areer.
The School offers programs ol study leading to the Bachelor ol Science
decree in Accounting, General Business, Finance, Industrial Management,
Industrial Relations, and Marketing.
Concentration in one of these areas will prepare von for entry into that
particular area of business endeavoi or E01 further graduate Much in the field
ol business. Moreover, all of these curricula provide a sound core of courses
in the humanities, science, and die social sciences to further the intellectual
development of the whole man.
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OBJECTIVES
Over and above the general objectives of the College, the School of Business
Administration, while providing a sound general education through a sub-
stantial program in the liberal disciplines, strives to give a basic understand-
ing of business as a foundation for specialization in a particular area. This
broad background is provided through a study of the organization and struc-
ture of business as an enterprise; a study of economic forces and the prob-
lems created 1>\ them; a study of the legal foundations of business and of the
fundamental skills used in business organizations.
PROGRAMS OF STUDY
Accounting
The Accounting curriculum is designed to ground the student in all of the
accounting processes that he will need to know in entering business, in pre-
paring for the licensing examinations for the professional degree of Certi-
fied Public Accountant, or in entering a graduate school of accounting.
Finance
This curriculum studies the structural organization and operation of our
economic and financial systems and their inter-relationships with the spe-
cific techniques and practices of financial institutions of all types in the
United States.
General Business
This curriculum is designed to prepare the student to enter the business
world well-equipped with a general knowledge of the principles that govern
business operations, or to enter a graduate school of business.
Industry
This curriculum stresses the various factors that enter into the organization
and operation of a business establishment; these factors are integrated with
specialized courses in such subjects as production control, industrial rela-
tions, etc.
Industrial Relations
This curriculum is substantially similar to that in management. Emphasis,
however, is placed upon personnel relations and labor organizations.
Marketing
This curriculum studies those activities—sales, advertising, sales manage-
ment, wholesaling, retailing, merchandising, sales promotion, marketing re-
search—which are involved in the flow of goods and services from the point
of production to the consumer.
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Explanation of Options
A full four-year listing of the courses prescribed for each of the above
programs will be found under the departmental listing in the pages follow-
ing. Departments are listed alphabetically. Since the general business pro-
gram does not fall under any single department, however, that curriculum
is listed first.
In the programs for majors listed on the pages Following, you will note
that sophomores may elect either mathematics or science. The science course-
chosen may be either Biology 117-118 (6 credits), Astronomy 101-102 (6
credits), Geology 101-102 (6 credits), or Chemistry 101-102 (8 credits^
GENERAL BUSINESS
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ACCOUNTING
Francis J. Guerin, C.P.A., Chairman
1 [RSI Vi u;
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Fine Arts' 205 3
Accounting 406 3
Accounting 440 .......... 3
Elective 3
15
ACCOUNTING 101, 102. Principles of
Accounting.
A thorough training in the fundamental
principles of recording business transac-
tions, including a study of the presentation
and interpretation of the financial data of
a single proprietorship, partnership and
corporation. Six credits
ACCOUNTING 201, 202. Accounting
Theory.
Application of current accounting princi-
ples and procedures to such problems as
balance sheet valuation, profit determina-
tion, equity presentation, flow of working
capital, depreciation of tangibles and in-
tangibles, application of funds and com-
parative statement presentation. Prerequi-
sites: Accounting 101, 102. Six credits
ACCOUNTING 302. Cost Accounting.
Similar to Accounting 303, 305, but in-
tended for students not majoring in Ac-
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counting. Prerequisite: Accounting 101,
102. Four credits
ACCOUNTING 303. 305. Cost
\i c OUNT1NG.
Discussion of the necessity, importance
and place of cost accounting in modern
enterprise; control cf material: control of
labor; distribution of factors overhead ex-
pense: consideration of forms used in
"job" and "process" cost systems. Investi-
gation of present day trends in cost ac-
counting based on predetermined stand-
ards; problems which arise in connection
with the preparation and application of
budgets and managerial reports. Prerequi-
site: Accounting 101. 102. Six credits
ACCOUNTING 301. Auditing.
A practical presentation of modern audit
practices, emphasizing the principles and
objectives of an audit. Analysis is made "I
the audit basis, the best standards, objei
tive reporting, the adoption of improved
.mounting standards, business controls,
professional ethics and legal liability. Pre-
requisites: Accounting 201, 202.
Three credits
ACCOUNTING 306. Financial
STATEMENI \N \] "I SIS.
Comparative analyses by percentages, ratii,
trends, graphic reports and projections ap-
plicable id the Balance Sheei and Income
Statement \ stud) i>i the structure and
meaning of accounts and peripheral state
meats such as Application dI Funds, Break
even analysis. Prerequisite: Accounting
101, 102. Three credits
U ( OUN I IXC. 108. \moi\iim.
Ini ORMATION Sysi I MS.
A thorough stud) of contemporary ac-
counting practice in data communication
and data processing. Systems analysis, Bow
charting, software and hardware descrip-
tions and pi.ii tied applications to audit
ing and general accounting problems. Pre-
requisite: Accounting 101, 102.
Three credits
\( ( OUNTING 105, Hit.. Advanced
Accounting ["heorv vnd Problems.
A detailed study of home office and branch
accounting; correction oi financial state
ments: partnership adjustments and liqui-
dations; mergers and the preparation of
consolidated financial statements; insol-
vent in connection with realization and
liquidation. Prerequisite: senior rating.
Six credits
ACCOUNTING 107. Income Taxes.
Training in the application of the basic
principles to the solution of tax problems:
individual income tax returns, inclusions.
exclusions and capital gain or loss appli-
cable thereto; pay-as-you-go tax collection
system; partnership, corporation and fidu-
ciary income tax returns: social securit\.
estate and gift taxes. Prerequisites: V
counting 101, 102. four credits
ACCOUNTING 140. Accounting Seminar.
Research in selected topics of accounting
thcon will enable the student to think crit-
ically and in an orderly fashion. Questions
dealing with debatable areas of accounting
will be discussed and the actual treatment
in published reports will be reviewed. Pre-
requisite: s< nior rating. Three credits
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BUSINESS I AW
HI SINESS I WV 201, 202. Law of
. ik u rs.
Introduces the student to the more com-
mon rules and principles governing Imsi
ness transactions; tin-- rights and duties of
individuals resulting From contractual and
quasi-contractual obligations; and the legal
relationship of principal and agent.
Four credits
HI SINESS 1 WV 302. Law of Bisiness
VSSCK I Kl IONS.
Common and statute laws relative to the
creation, operation and termination of
partnerships, joint stock companies, busi-
ness trusts, and corporations. Emphasis on
the Uniform Partnership Act and the Busi-
ness Corporation Law of the State of Penn-
sylvania. Prerequisite: Business Law 201-
202. Three credits
BUSINESS LAW 303. Law of Personal
Property.
Common and statute laws relative to the
purchase, sale, transfer and bailment of
personal property. Includes secured trans-
actions: the legal relationship of bailor and
bailee carriers and shippers or passengers;
\in dor and vendee. Prerequisite: Business
1 ,iu 201-202. Three credits
HI SIN! nn I AW 305. Law of Reai
Estate.
Common and statute law and court proc-
esses which the real estate salesman and
broker encounter daily, including the legal
principles applicable to the agreement of
sale, mortgages, deeds, leases, adverse pos-
session, easements, licenses, proving and re-
cording title. Prerequisites: Business Law
201-202; Business Law 303. Three credits
BISINESS LAW 401. Law of Negotiable
[nstrumen 1 v
Application of the principles of common
law and those of the uniform commercial
code to the various papers used in business
transactions; The laws of principal and
surety, and insurer and insured as related
to the use of commercial paper. Prerequi-
site: Business Law 201-202. Three credits
FINANCE
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FINANCE 201, 202. Money and Credit.
The principles of money, monetary stand-
ards and the means used by commercial
banks to create credit. Particular emphasis
given to the effect on our economy of Fed-
eral Reserve policy and U.S. treasury fiscal
policy. Six crt dits
FINANCE 301, 302. Stock Markets.
A study of the functions of the stock ex-
change and the procedure of trading and
executing orders on the floor of the ex-
change with their effect on prices. Current
market movements are studied and analyzed
with the use ol current materials and spe
cial projects. Consideration is given to fed-
eral regulations and to the delivery, trans-
fer and clearing of stocks. Four credits
FINANCE 401. Corporation Finance.
The principles and practices necessarj to
establish a business enterprise: promotion,
financing, types of securities, expansion,
consolidation, insolvency and reorganiza-
tion. Four credits
FINANCE 102. Investment.
Analysis of the types of investments and
kinds of risk represented. Some considera
tion of standards involved in the selection
of an investment portfolio. Four credits
FINANCE 10S. Financiai [nstiti rioNS.
Supervised reading and rescue Ii on linan
cial institutions, financial management,
and securities and investments. Study
projects will review past problems, their
solutions, and analyses ol contemporary
situations. Open Onl) to senior finance
majors. Four < redits
INDUSTRY
Bernard IV Goi dner, l'li.l).. Chairman
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in the United States.
Study and analysis of the structure, tech-
nology, and competitive patterns of busi-
ness and management in the I'nited States
with emphasis on the production aspects
involved. Three credits
INDUSTRY 202. Principles of Industrial
Management.
A comprehensive study of the principles
and problems of modern industrial man-
agement including physical facilities, stand-
ardization, design and inspection, budget-
ary control and organization; the key
course for industrial management majors.
Prerequisite: Industry 201. Three credits
INDUSTRY 301. Reading List.
A collection of readings designed to im-
prove students' level of comprehension and
literary expression. No class meetings; in-
dividual conferences with instructors. Re-
quired for, and restricted to, industrial re-
lations majors. One credit
INDUSTRY 310. Materials
Management.
The principles of modern, scientific mate-
rials control, including organization, pur-
chasing, quality control, inventory control,
procurement of transportation services,
and sources of supply. Three credits
INDUSTRY 317. Labor Problems in
America.
Identical with Economics 317. Four credits
INDUSTRY 318. Industrial Relations
and Personnel Management.
Designed to train students to analyze exist-
ing programs, to adapt procedures and to
develop original methods which will insure
efficient personnel administration. Topics
include job analysis, selection, promotion
and transfer, attitudes and morale, health
and safety. Outside readings and term
paper required. Four credits
INDUSTRY 401. Reading List.
A continuation of Industry 301. One credit
INDUSTRY 405. Labor Legislation.
Study and analysis of the important federal
statutes affecting labor-management rela-
tions, including the Railway Labor Act of
1926, the Norris-LaGuardia \i(. the Taft-
Hartlev Act, and the Landrum-Griffin Act.




Study of external and internal factors in-
fluencing the establishment of trade agree-
ments and the application of these provi
sions to day-to-da) employer-employee
problems through an analysis of authentic
cases drawn from industry. Two hour semi-
nar meets twice weekly. Four credits
INDUSTRY 107. Production Control.
The principles involved and the problems
which arise in establishing and administei
ing a program ol production planning and
control. Includes a study ol Forecasting,
routing, scheduling, dispatching, expedil
ing and coordination. Open onl) to indus
ii \ seniors. Term paper required. Prereq-
uisite: Industn 202. Three credit',
INDUSTRY 108. Field Work in Industry.
Class discussion and written reports based
on observation ol modern industrial meth-
ods as applied 1>\ companies in the Phila
delphia area. \ comprehensive report on
each plant visited is required every week.
Open onl\ to industrial managemeni sen
iors. Given onl) in Spring term. Prerequi-
sites: All Iiuhism courses. Three credits
INDUS I RY 117. INTI RNATIONAl I VBOR-
M w \ci mini Km \i ions.
\ stud) ol the structure and operation ol
labor and management institutions in cer-
tain selected countries abroad. Special em-
phasis on individual labor-management re-
lationships, as well as on the social eco
nomic, and political environment condi-
tioning these relationships. Three credits
INDUSTRY 420. Business Police vnd
Simulation.
Opportunities are provided to coordinate
and apply theoretical knowledge gained in
previous courses in the area of Business
Administration. Through simulated man
agement of an organization, decisions will
be made, problems solved and results ana-
lyzed. Authorization of Department Chair-
man required. Four credits
INDUSTRY 430. Business
Communication.
Classroom situations arc contrived to en-
courage and stimulate the student to com-
municate his thoughts as accurately and
promptly as possible. Course divided
equalh between theory and practice:
theory involves investigation of some great
critical writing; practice consists of case sit-
uations which will supplv an environment
for the student to communicate his
thoughts. Two credits
l\l>! "> I R\ 11(1. CREATIVI THINKING
VND EXI i 1 I l\ I 1)1 ( [SION M IKING.
Principles and techniques ol how to think
creatively. Each student engages in creative
exercises. Complex cases foi realistic deci-
sion-making are analyzed and evaluated in
writing. Comprehensive reports required.
Authorization <>l Department Chairman
required. Three credits
School of Business Administration 101
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
Ch \ki i s A. |. I Ialpin, |k.. LI. .15.. M.A., Chairman













































INSURANCE 411, 412. Insurance
Principles and Practices.
A survey of the underlying principles, prac-
tices, and legal aspects of life, fire, marine,
fidelity and corporate surety, employer's
liability, title and credit insurance.
Six credits
MARKETING
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MARKETING 201, 202. Principles of
\I VRKl 1 INC.
Traces process by which goods get from
producer to consumer. Discussion of role of
middleman, markets, trade channels, and
other critical areas of distribution.
Six credits
MARKETING 301. Personai Selling.
The development, import.one and practice
of individual selling in the economy. Con-
sideration is given to sales personality, the
phases oi a sales presentation, types of
buyers and ethics iu salesmanship.
Ill):,- i redits
M \RKi I l\(. 305. Sales Administration.
The activities ol a sales administrator in
directing and controlling a sales lone: the
recruiting, selecting, training, compensai
ing, motivating and supervising ol sales
men; establishment ol sales territories,
((not. is and budgets. Three credits
MARKETING 400, 101. Marki riNG
Research.
The use of scientific method in the solu-
tion of specific marketing problems and in
the conduct ol general market research
studies: methods of marketing research,
gathering data, tabulation and analysis, in-
terpretation of results and report presenta-
tion. / our credits
MAR Is 1 riNG 102. Advertising.
The role of advertising in the economy,
planning the advertising campaign, physi
cal production of the advertisement, a
comparison of the various media, and the
I urn lions of an advertising ag( ncy.
Three c>.
MARKETING 110. Marki riNC
M VNAGI MINI.
Integrates all other Marketing courses.
Stud) ol actual cases encourages develop-
ment of management capacity and ability
to make decisions based on factual analysis
For seniors otilv. Three credits
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Scholarships and Financial Assistance
All applicants for financial assistance must submit to the Office of the Fi-
nancial Aid Director at La Salle the Parents' Confidential Statement of the
College Scholarship Service. These forms niu\ be obtained from the high
school guidance < ounselor.
Scholarship awards bv the College are of two kinds— those offered in
open competition and those granted to specifk high schools.
( COMPETITIVE SCHOLARSHIPS
La Salle College sponsors lour National Merit Scholarships annually. To be
eligible for one ol these scholarships, a student must take the regular Na-
tional Merit Scholarship Test and must indicate his intention of attending
La Salle College. These scholarships are administered by the National Merit
Scholarship Corporation; it uses the regular procedures of its national com-
petition and assigns the amount of the award based on need with a maxi-
mum of $1500 each year for lour years.
In addition to these scholarships, La Salle College also provides partial
grants to other qualifiers in the National Merit competition. Inquiry con-
cerning these latter grants should be directed to the Office of the Financial
Aid Director at the College.
Ten competitive scholarships, open to Catholic men who are high
school seniors or graduates, are offered annually. Application forms for the
competitive scholarships may be obtained from the Financial Aid Director
ol the College or from the applicant's high school principal. The completed
form must be received by La Salle College not later than February 1st. The
applicant must arrange to take the tests of the College Entrance Examination
Board in Scholastic Aptitude and the English Composition Achievement
Test (not the Writing Sample) no later than the January testing date. Ar-
rangements for the tests must be made directly with the College Entrance
Examination Board. Princeton, New Jersey. Applicants must request the
Board to send results to the Admissions Office, La Salle College, Philadel-
phia 4 1 , Pennsylvania.
PRINCIPALS' SCHOLARSHIPS
A number of high schools enjoy the privilege of appointing a male honor
graduate to La Salle College each year. Their scholarships cover ftdl tuition
and are renewable lor four years provided the recipient maintains a "B"
average. Winners of these scholarships have typically been students who (1)
tank among the first members ol their senior class, (2) have English Achieve-
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merit scores above 600, and (3) combined Scholastic Aptitude scores of about
1300. The Principals who have the opportunity of appointing students to
these scholarships arc those of every high school conducted by the Christian
Brothers in the Baltimore Province and every archdiocesan Catholic high
school in the Archdiocese of Philadelphia.
Applications for these scholarships are made to the Principal of the
high school, early in the senior year. Awards are announced by March
15th.
ARMY ROTC SCHOLARSHIPS
The Department of the Army sponsors two and four year scholarships for
students in the ROTC program. Each scholarship provides free tuition,
textbooks, and laboratory fees and carries a $50.00 monthly stipend. This
pay is increased to $120 monthly during summer encampment.
Application for four year scholarships should be made by high school
seniors as soon as they have been accepted at La Salle. Applications should
be addressed to: Commanding General, First United States Army, ATTN:
UABC-RN, Fort Meade, Md. 20755.
SCHOLARSHIPS FROM OTHER SOURCES
A certain number of scholarships and grants are annually made available
by various agencies in the Philadelphia community to students entering
the College or to upper-classmen already in attendance. A number of stu-
dents each year also have scholarships which they have won in open com-
petition at the city, state or national level. Among the chief grants of the
first type are the following:
Food Fair Stores Scholarships: The Food Fair Foundation grants an-
nually one scholarship valued at five hundred dollars per year for four years,
to employees, sons of employees, or sons of deceased employees. Applications
are made directly to the College. Awards are made on the basis of civic in-
terest, leadership and scholarship.
The Martin de Pones S ( holarship: This four-year scholarship covering
lull tuition and books is awarded on the basis ol the high sc liool record and
the ( lollege Board Scholastic Aptitude Test scores. It is available to a Catho-
lic Negro student residing within 100 miles ol Philadelphia. Candidates
should apply before May 6th to M. II. McCloskey, III. Martin de Porres
Foundation, 2050 Suburban Station building. Philadelphia, Pa. 19103.
\ gram ol SI000 from the Philadelphia Council of the Knights oi Co
lumbus is given to La Salle College annually to be divided among lour stu-
dents who show evidence of financial need, who have affiliation with the
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Knights of Columbus, and who are capable of maintaining above average
scholastic standing.
Information about off-campus grants frequently held by La Salle stu-
dents which involve competition or appointment can be obtained from the
following:
1. The City Scholarship Committee, Commission on Higher Education,
The Free Library, Logan Square, Philadelphia, Pa. 19103.
2. State Competitive Scholarship, Department of Public Instruction,
Division of Testing, Harrisburg, Pa. 17126.
.'!. Bulletin Scholarship Foundation, Bulletin Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
19101.
4. The Hero's Scholarship. 412 Land Title Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
19110.
5. State Veteran's Scholarship, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Depart-
ment of Military Assistance, South Office Bldg., Harrisburg, Pa.
6.
J.
Wood Piatt Caddie Scholarship, c/o Cecil J. Barnett, Esq., 29 Bala
Avenue, Bala-Cynwyd, Pa.
7. New Jersey State Scholarship, Department of Education, 175 W.
State Street, Trenton 8, N. J.
Awards and Honors
The following prizes are awarded annually:
The Beverly A. Finkle Award of fifty dollars in memory of the late Dr.
Beverly Finkle is offered to the student of the senior class who has the best
record in scholarship.
The Harrity Memorial Award for Religious Instruction, founded by
Mrs. William F. Harrity, in memory of her husband, the late Honorable
William F. Harrity, is open to all college students. It is awarded through a
competitive examination.
The Anastasia McXichol Award for English Essay, founded by the late
Honorable James P. McNichol, is open to all college students.
The William T. Connor Awards totaling one hundred dollars, in mem-
ory of William T. Connor, Esq., 00, LL.D., '39, Trustee of the College, are
offered to those seniors who have excelled in certain subjects.
The John McShain Award of fifty dollars, donated by Mr. John Mc-
Shain, is offered to the senior who has maintained a hiffh scholastic record
and who was most active in promoting, apart from athletics, the interests of
the College.
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The John J. Mooney Award, established under the will <>l Anna E.
Wingert, in memory of John J. Mooney, an alumnus of La Salle College, is
granted to the senior with the best scholastic record in language and litera-
ture.
The Honorable Vincent A. Carroll Award, donated by the Honorable
Vincent A. Carroll, is offered to the senior who has the best scholastic record
in Philosophy.
The Vernon Guischard Award of fifty dollars is granted annually to the
student in the Upper Division of the Department of French who has main-
tained the best scholastic record in the study of the language and literature
of France.
Two medals, provided by the French Government, are awarded annu-
ally to students proficient in the language and literature of France.
The Monsignor John J. Bonner Award is offered to the senior who lias
the highest over-all average in the area of Business Administration.
The Charles V. Kelly Memorial Award is offered to the senior with
the best scholastic record in English studies.
The Philadelphia Chapter of the Pennsylvania Society of Public A<
countants Award is offered to the senior with the highest scholastic average
in accounting.
The Pennsylvania Institute of Certified Public Accountants Awards
presented to two seniors in recognition of their high scholastic record in ac-
counting subjects and the demonstration of qualities of leadership.
The Alpha Epsilon Honor Society Award, donated by the Society, is
offered to a senior with an excellent scholastic record who has shown great
interest in extracurricular activities.
The Biology Department Award is granted to the senior giving evi-
dence of the best master) oi the arts and techniques employed in Microscopy
and Microlog)
.
The Alpha Epsilon Delta Award is given to the outstanding senior who
proposes to enter one of the "healing" professions or intends to do research
in biology.
The fohn (>. Wurtz, M.D., Memorial Award is given to the studenl
graduating in biology who has shown the greatesi improvemenl in academi<
index From the end ol his sophomore yeai to the tune ol graduation.
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The La Salle Alumni Medical Association Award is presented to the
outstanding senior preparing for the medical profession.
The fames A. Finnegan Memorial Award is presented to the senior
who exemplifies in an eminent manner Christian ideals <>l social justice in
student government and campus political affairs.
The Roman Catholic High School Alumni Association Awards are
given to the two alumni of that high school having the highest scholastic
average in the School of Arts and S( nines and the School of Business Admin-
istration respectively.
The Philadelphia Chapter of the American Marketing Association offers
an award to a senior with a superior scholastic record who shows unusual
capacity for growth in the field of Marketing.
The Masque Award is presented to the member of the senior class who,
le maintaining
College Theater.
while aining a high scholastic average, has done most for the La Salle
Military Science Awards
The Governor's Award presented by the Governor of the Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania to the graduating cadet with the highest academic
excellence in all studies.
The Army ROTC Sabre presented by La Salle College to the graduat-
ing cadet with the highest academic excellence in Advanced Course Mili-
tary studies.
The Superior Cadet Ribbon Awards presented by the Professor of Mil-
itaiy S< ience to the outstanding cadets for each academic year.
The Lieut. John |. Henry Memorial Award, a marine officer's Mame-
luke sword, is presented to the outstanding graduating senior who is being
commissioned a Marine Second Lieutenant.
Other awards are given by the Philadelphia Chapter of the Reserve
Officers Association, Sons of the American Revolution, The Military Order
of World Wars. The Military Order of the Loyal Legion, Veterans of For-
eign Wats. Catholic War Veterans, The National Guard Association of
Pennsylvania, and the Association of the United States Army to cadets who
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Brothi r Danij i Bi rm w. F.s.C .
Brother Francis X Kamerdze, I S.<
Broiiii k
J wii s k US1 R F.S.<




PRESIDENT Brother Daniel Berntan, F.S.C., Ph.D., LL.D.
ACADEMIC ADMINISTRATION
Vice-President, Academic Affairs Brother Daniel Burke, F.S.C., Ph.D.
Dean ol Arts and Sciences Brother Robert Doran, F.S.C., M.A.
Dean of Business Administration Brother David Pendergast, F.S.C., M.A.
Dean of the Evening Division Brother Emery C. Mollenhauer, F.S.C., Ph.D.
Director of Admissions Brother F. Christopher, F.S.C., Ph.D.
Director of the Library Brother Thomas Warner, F.S.C., B.S. in L.S.
Director, Honors Program Brother F. Patrick Ellis, F.S.C., Ph.D.
Director, Summer Sessions Brother Thomas
J. Donaghy, F.S.C., Ph.D.
Registrar Brother G. Joseph Downing, F.S.C., Ped.D.
Associate Registrar Margaret Keily Its son, B.A.
Chairman of Roster Committee Brother G. John Owens, F.S.C., Ped.D.
Assistant Dean, Evening Division David J. Smith, B.A.
Assistant Director of Admissions, Evening Division JOHN J- King, B.A.
Assistant to the Director of Admissions James F. Reilly, B.A.
Director, La Salle in Europe Leonard A. Brownstein, M.A.
STUDENT PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
Vice-President, Student Affairs Brother Martin Stark, F.S.C., M.A.
Dean of Men Brother Charles E. Gresh, F.S.C., M.Litt.
Chaplain Reverend Regis Ryan, O.P., S.T.L.
Director of Counseling Center Thomas N. McCarthy, Ph.D.
Financial Aid Director Brother Francis J. McCormick, F.S.C., M.A.
Director of College Union John H. Veen, B.A.
Director of Athletics jA>njs
J.
Henry, M.A., LL.D.
College Physician Thomas McTear, M.D., Sc.D.
Attending Nurse Ruth Serchak, R.N.
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BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Vice-President, Business Affairs Joseph Sprissler, B.A.. D.C.S.
Bursar Brother Edward John, F.S.C.. M.A., D.C.S.
Assistant Comptroller Dwid C. Fleming
Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds Donald Masser
Director of Food Services William Hali
Manager of Campus Store Francis deSales Kerr. B.S.
PUBLIC RELATIONS ADMINISTRATION
Vice-President, Public Relations John L. McCloskey, M.B.A.
College Representative, Special Affairs Broiim-k James Conaghan,
F.S.C., M.A.. LL.D.
Director of News Bureau Ralph Howard, B.A.
Assistant Director of News Bureau Robert Lyons, Jr., B.A.
Director of Alumni James McDonald, B.A.
Director of Placement L. Thomas Reifsteck, M.B.A.
Director of Development John L. McCloskev, M.B.A.
Director, Urban Studies and Community Service Center John I-'. McNelis, M.A.. LL.B.
ADMINISTRATIVE AND FACULTY COMMITTEES
THE COLLEGE COUNCIL
Broiiiir Daniel Bernian, Chairman; Brother Daniel Burke; Brother Martin si\kk:
Dr. |< i>i i'h Sprissler; Mr. John McCloskey; Brother Robert Doran; Brother David
Pendergast; Brother EMER^ C. Mollenhai u; three elected members from the Faculty
Senate; Mrs. Margaret Lennon, Secretary.
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
Brother Daniei Burke, Chairman; Brother Thomas Donaghy; Brother Robert
Doran; Brotihr Emery C. Mollenhauer; Broiiiir Dwid Pendergast; three elected
faculty members, one each from the School of Business Administration, the School of
Arts and Si iences, and the Evening Division.
ADMISSIONS
Brother F. Christopher, Chairman; Broiiiir Hugh Albright; Mr. Joseph Cairo; Dr.
James J. Devlin; Mr. Edward Domineske; Broiiiir Robert Doran; Brother David
Pendergast, Mr. James F. Reii.i.v.
VI HLETICS
Dr. Rom hi
J. Courtney, Chairman; Mr. Michael V l)i \ngelis; Father Raymond F.
U \i i ii. in, < ) I' Dr. ) wii s J. Hi nki : Dr. [osi pii 1". Mooni v; Brother G. John Owens;
Broi hi r Mari in Stark.
I'd I x.l I
Brother Daniei Bernian, Chairman; Brother Daniei Burke; Mr. John McCloskey;
Brothi r Martin Si \rr; Dr. Joseph Sprissler.
College Administration I I I
CURRICULUM \M> DEVELOPMENT
Brother Daniei Burke, Chairman; Dk. Richard Boudreau: Mr. John Dall; Dr. Ber-
nard Goldner; Brother F. Vincent Grinds; Dr. Thomas Lowery; Mr. Joseph Mark-
\i\n\; Uk Raymond
f.
Pierzchalski; Dr. John P. Rossi: Father John E. Wrigley.
FELLOWSHIPS
Dr. Thomas McCarthy, Chairman: Dr. Max Barth; Dr. Bernhardt Blumenthal;
Brother F. Patrick Elms: Dr. Joseph Flubacher: Dr. E. Russell Naughton.
PUBI IC RELATIONS
Mk foHN L. McCloskey, Chairman; Brother James Conachan; Dr. James Henry;
Mr. Ralph Howard: Mr. John Keenan; Mr. James McDonald; Mr. L. Thomas Reif-
steck: Dr. John Rooney.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MEDICAL AND DENTAL SCHOOLS
Brother F. Christopher. Chairman: Dr. Howard L. Hannum; Dr. John S. Penny;
Brother William Qi inn: Dr. Ralph Tekel.
STUDENT AFFAIRS
Brother Martin Stark. Chairman: Mr. John McGeehan: Mr. Francis Champine; Dr.
James J. Henry; Mr. Harry Carberry; Brother Charles Gresh; Dr. Thomas Mc-
Carthy; Mr. Gregory Woodring, Brother G. John Owens; Father Regis Ryan, O.P.:
Mrs. Andrew Serchak, R.N.; Mr. John H. Veen.
THE FACULTY SENATE
Professors: Dr. Robert Courtney; Dr. Joseph Flubacher; Charles A. J. Halpin, Jr.,
Esq.; Dr. E. Russell Naughton; Brother Gregory Paul; Dr. John S. Penny.
Associate Professors: Brother Hugh Albright; Mr. Michael DeAngelis; Mr. Frank
Guerin; Mr. Charles V. Kelly; Mr. Francis Nathans.
Assistant Professors: Dr. Bernhardt Blumenthal; Mr. Gabriel Di Federico; Dr. Joseph
O'Grady; Dr. Leo Rudnytzky.
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Faculty of the College
Brother Hugh X. Albright, F.S.C. Associate Professor, Mathematics
B.A., Catholic University
M.A., Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania
Carl J. Allen Assistant Professor, Philosophy
B.A., Colorado College
M.A., Notre Dame University
Austin J. App Associate Professor, English
B.A., St. Francis Seminary
MA., Ph.D., Catholic University
DwiD S. Barnhart, Captain, Arty. Assistant Professor, Military Science
B.S., Oregon State College
Max Barth Professor, Chemistry
B.A., Ph.D., New York University
Joseph W. Beattv Assistant Director, Honors Program
B.A., La Salle College
M.A., Johns Hopkins University
M.A., Haverford College
Elvira Beltramo Cataloguer
B.A., Louisiana State University
B.S. in L.S., Louisiana State University
John B. Bennet, Jr., Lieutenant Colonel, Arty. Assistant Professor, Military .Science
B.S., United States Military Academy
M.A., Vanderbilt University




J. Binkowski Associate Professor, Education
B.S., La Salle College
MA, University of Pennsylvania
Bernhardt G. Blumi mtial Assistant Professor, German
B.A., La Salle College
M.A., Northwestern University
Ph.D., Princeton University
Diani Blumenthal Instructor, German
B, \.. Lake Erie College
M.A., Northwestern University
Reverend |ohn Bocacz Associate Professor, Biology
M.S., Fordham University
D0( ioi <>l Si icru i . I ni\< isii\ oi Pal is
Richard P. BoUDREAl Associate Professor. French
B \ . Seton Hall
M \ . Ph.D., Prim eton I fniversity
Harold F. Branam Instructor, English
B.A., Berea ( lollege
B.A., I lonours, Leeds I fniversity
MA, Temple l fniversity
Mary E. Broderk k Circulation Librarian
B.S in Ed., Millersvillc Stati feachers College













B.A., M.A., Temple University
Mk hah K.. Bucsek
B.A., La Salle College
M V. I Fniversit) <>l Kansas
Brotiu k Daniel Burke, F.S.C.
B.A., Catholic University
M.A.. Ph.D., Catholic University
Joseph P. Cairo
B.A.. La Salle College
M.A., University of Pennsylvania
Joseph M. Carrio
B.A.S., University of Havana
Jerome F. X. Carroll
B.A., M.A.. University of Maryland
John W. Carson, Captain, Arty.
B.S., United States Military Academy
William E. CASHIN
B.A.. M.A., Catholic University
Brother F. Christopher, F.S.C.
B.A.. M.S.. Ph.D., Catholic University
John H. Christie
B.S.. La Salle College
Casimir Ciesla
Dr. Rer. Pol., University of Innsbruck
C. Richard Cleary
B.A., St. Peter's College
M.A., Ph.D., Fordham University
Roy A. Clouser
A.B., Gordon College
B.D., Reformed Episcopal Seminary
M.A., University of Pennsylvania
Thomas M. Coffee
A.B., St. Benedict's College
M.A., Emory University
Ph.D.. University of Notre Dame
Brother James Conaghan, F.S.C, Lecturer, Theology
B.A., Villanova University
M.A., University of Pennsylvania
LL.D.. La Salle College
Brother Damian Connelly, F.S.C. Professor, Mathematics
B.A., M.S., Ph.D., Catholic University
M.A., University of Notre Dame
John F. Connors
B.A.. Mt. St. Mans College
M.A., Ph.D., Catholic University
John T. Connors Assistant Professor, Sociology
B.A., La Salle College
M.S.W., Fordham University
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Robert J. Courtney Professor, Political Science
B.A., La Salle College
M.A., Niagara University
Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania
•Dennis M. Cunningham Assistant Professor, English
B.A., La Salle College
M.A., Villanova University
J. Sandor Cziraky Assistant Professor, History
B.A., La Salle College
M.A., University of Notre Dame
Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania
M.S. in L.S., Drexel Institute
*John J. Dall Assistant Professor, Economics
B.S., Seton Hall University
M.A. (Asian Studies), Seton Hall University
M.A. (Economics), Seton Hall University
Brother Daniel Bernian, F.S.C. Professor, French
B.A., Catholic University
M.A., University of Pennsylvania
Ph.D., Laval University
LL.D., Villanova University, St. Joseph's College, Temple University
Brother Edward Davis, F.S.C. Assistant Professor, Theology
B.A., Loyola College
M.A., La Salle College
Michael A. De Angelis Associate Professor, Accounting
B.S., M.S., Temple University
Brother Gregory Claude Demitras, F.S.C. Assistant Professor, Chemistry
A.B., M.A., La Salle College
Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania
Edward Devinney Assistant Professor, Physics
B.A., La Salle College
James J. Devlin Associate Professor, English
B.A., La Salle College
M.A., Ph.D., University i>| Pennsylvania
George K. Diehl Assistant Professor, Music
Mus.B., M.A., University ol Pennsylvania
Gabriel (. Di Federico Assistant Professor, Philosophy
B.A., St. Charles College
M. V, Villanova University
DOMENICO A. Di Marco Associate Professor, Italian and Classics
M.A , D.Litt., University of Rome
I DVi \ki> |. DOMINESKI Associate Professor. Business Law
B.A., LL.B., Cornell University
Brother I homas |. Donaghy, F.S.C. Associate Professor, History
B.A., Catholic University
M.A., Ph.D., University oi Pittsburgh
Brother Austin Do.ndi.ro, F.S.C. Associate' Professor, Psychology
B.A., La Salle College
M.Liti., University of Pittsburgh
M.A., Ph.D., Catholic University
*On leave
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I'c.o Donini Professor, History
B.A., M.A., 1 niversit) ul Pennsylvania
Brother Robert Doran, F.S.C. Associate Professor, English
B.A., Catholic University
M \ . t rniversit) ol Pennsylvania
[OHN \ 1)1 i i n Assistant Professor, Economics
B. V. La Salle Collegi
David 1'. Efroymsois Assistan! Professor, Theolog\
B.A., M. \ .. S. I 1 ... St. \l.n\ ol th( 1 .ike Seminary
Brother F. Patrick Ellis, F.S.( . Associate Professor. English
15. A.. Catholic I Iniversit)
M. V. Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania
Theopolis Fair Instructor, History
B. \ . 1 iske I niversit)
Diploma. Universit) ol Madrid
M A.. Columbia Universit)
[AMES C. F ILLON Assistant Professor, Philosophy
B.S., St. Josepli's College
Robert L. Fallon. Lieutenani Colonel, Inf. Assistant Professor, Military Science
B.S.. United States Military Academy
M.A., Canisius Coll* g<




A.B., St. Joseph's College
M. \., Yillanova University
Peter J. Filicetti Assistant Professor, Psychology
B.A.. Holv Cross College
M \.. Ph.D., Fordham Universit)
Eugene J. Fitzgerald Associate Professor, Philosophy
B.A.. La Salle College
M.A.. Fordham University
Joseph F. Fllbacher Professor, Economics
B.A., La Salle College
MA., Ed.D., Temple Universit)
Rabbi Bernard S. Frank Lecturer, Theology
B.A., Brandeis Universit)
B.H.L . M.A.H.L.. Hebrew Union College
Peter Frank Instructor, English
B.A., University of Notre Dame
M.A., Catholii Universit)
R. Scorr Fraser Assistant Professor, Mathematics
B.A.. University ol Pennsylvania
M.S. in E.E., Drexcl Institute
LL.B.. Temple University
Carl L. Fromi hi Assistant Director. Student Teaching
B.S., M.S.. Temple Universit)
Charles
J. Fllfortii Acquisitions Librarian
B.A.. La Salle Colli
MA US.. Universit) ol Michigan
Richard T. Geruson Assistant Professor, Economics
A.B., Fordham Universit)
MA.. New York University
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Edward E. Gibbons Assistant Professor, English
B.A., Howard College
M.A.. University of Kentucky
John F. Gibbons Assistant Professor, Philosophy
B.A., S.T.B., Ph.L., West Baden College
Brother Thomas Gimborn. F.S.C. Professor, Theology
B.A.. M.A.. Ph.D., Cadiolic University
M.A.. Notre Dame University
Bernard B. Goldner Professor, Industry
B.S., M.A., Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania
John Grady Assistant Professor, Economics
B.A., University of Notre Dame
Brother F. Vincent Grimes, F.S.C. Professor, Psychology
B.A.. M.A.. Ph.D., Catholic University
Francis J. Guerin, C.P.A. \ssociate Professor, Accounting
B.S., La Salle College
•Brother Mark Guttmann, F.S.C. Associate Professor. Physics
B.S.. M.S.. Catholic University
Ph.D., University of Notre Dame
Brother Charles E. Gresh, F.S.C. Instructor. English
B.A.. M.A.. La Salle College
M.Liu., University of Pittsburgh
Reverend Raymond F. Hallican, O.P. Assistant Professor, Theology
B.A., Providence College
S.T.B., S.T.L., Pontifical Institute of the Immaculate Conception
Charles A. J. Halpin, Jr. Professor, Industry
B.S., La Salle College
LL.B., Temple University
M.A., University of Pennsylvania
Therese Marie Handfield I eetun i. I nglish
B.S.. Wilson Teachers College
M.A.. Catholic University
| whs \. U \nes Instructor, Art
Diploma. Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts
American Academy in Rome
Howard L. Hannum Associate Professor. English
B.A., I a Salle College
M.A.. Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania
Brother Richard Hawley, F.S.C. Instructor. Biology
B.A.. M.A., Catholic University
Arthur L. Hennessy Associate Professor, History
B.A., Catholic University
M.A., 1 [arvard I Iniversit)
Ph.D.. Georgetown University
|\\iis J. Henry Professor, Finance
U.S., M.A., Villanova University
I.I..D, La Salle College
Ki NM in L. Hill Assistant Professor, Politic il Science
B.A., 1 lofstra University
M.A., New York University
•On li
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Paw 1-. Hissicer Instructor, English
B. \ . \l. A . St. John's University
Charles E. Hofmann Assistant Professor, Mathematics
B.A., M.A., Villanova I fniversit)
R.01 vnd Holroyd Professor, Biology
lis in Biol., M.A.. Ph.D., University oi Pennsylvania
Si D., La Salle College
1 inn HORNUM Assistant Professor. Sociology
B.A.. Universitj oi Copenhagen
M.A.. Haverford College
Ri \ i ri \n John }. 1\ i Rs Instructor, Theology
15. A.. St Charles Seminary
S.T.L., Gregorian University
Brother F. Joseph, F.S.C. Assistant Professor, German
B.A., Villanova University
B.S. in L.S., Drexel Institute of Technology
M.A . University of Pennsylvania
Broihir James |. Kaiser. F.S.C. Associate Professor, Theology
B.A., La Salle College
M.A.. S.T.I... S.T.D.. Catholic University
Walter J. Kaiser, C.P.A. Associate Professor, Accounting
B.S., La Salle College
•Brother Francis X. Kamerdze Associate Professor, Sociology
B.A., M.A.. Ph.D.. Catholic University
Josefh A. Kane Assistant Professor, Economics
B.S., La Salle College
M.S., St. Louis University
[ohn J. Keenan Associate Professor, English
B.A., La Salle College
M.A.. University of Pennsylvania
Brother Joseph Keenan, F.S.C. Assistant Professor, Theology
B.A., M.A., La Salle College
Charles V. Kelly Associate Professor, English
B.A.. St. Joseph's College
M.A.. University of Pennsylvania
Brother David Kelly. F.S.C. Associate Professor, Classics and Linguistics
B.A., Catholic University
M.A.. Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania
Brother Joseph Kerlin, F.S.C. Assistant Professor, Philosophy
B.A.. M.A.. La Salle College
Ph.B., Ph.L., Ph.D., Gregorian University, Rome
John C. Kleis Assistant Professor, English
B.A., M.A., University of Michigan
Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania
Claude F. Koch Professor, English
B.S., La Salle College
M.A., University of Florida
Eugene C. Korbeck Assistant Professor, Education
B.S.. M.S.. Temple University
'On leave
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Joseph D. Kovati ii
B.S., Villanova University
M.A., Ph.D., University oi Ottawa
R « MOND Km \/EK
B.A., La Salle College
(
;
\koi \. ka it
B.A., Duquesne University
M. V. Universit) of Pennsylvania
*MlROSLAV LABUNK \
B.A., Culemborg, Netherlands
M.S. in L.S., Columbia University
Licence en Sciences Historiques, Louvain
Eugene Lashchvk
B.A., M.A.. City College of New York
M VRGARET KeilV LeNNON
B.A., Chestnut Hill College
Brother E. Adrian Leonard, F.S.C.
B.A., Catholic Universit) oi America
Litt. M.. University of Pittsburgh
M.A., Ph.D., Universit) of Notre- Dame
Richard C. Leonard
A.B.. St. Thomas College
M.A., Ph.D., Catholic University
Thomas J. Lowery
B.S., St. Francis College. Brooklyn
M.S., Ph.D., Fordham Universit)
fOHN LuKACS
Ph.D., Universit) of Budapest
'Bki i i V. Mac I. ion
B.A., Universit) of Maine
M.I. A., 'Sale University
Sidni . |. \l \( I. ton, Jr.
B.S.S., St. Mary's College (Minn.)
M.F. V. Catholii I Iniversit)
|OHN |. Ml C \\\
B.A., l.a Salle College
M.A., Universit) oi Pennsylvania
l)i nms
J.
M< CAR! i i
^
B.A., l.a s.Hlc College
M V. Fordham Universit)
I IIOM \s \ Ml ( \K[ IIY
B V. ( latholii 1 Iniversit)
M. \.. Catholii I Iniversit)
Ph.D., I Iniversit) ol ( tttawa
( .1 i PRGl M Mi ( .1 VNCY
B. \ . \l V. Notre I),iiuc 1 Iniversit)
M V. ( latholic Universit)
( II \RI.I s I). Ml ( .1 llskl 1
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|oiin McCloskei Associate Professor, Marketing
B.S., I a Salle College
M.B.A., Temple I Iniversit)
Edward |. Mi Com Assistant Professor, Industry
B v.'l.i Salle College
M B. \ .. 1 Ian ard University
BROTHER G. VINCENT McEntei Assistant Professor, Education and Sociology
B.A., 1 a Salle College
M.A., University of Pittsburgh
M.Ed., Temple University
I.L.D., St. Vincent's College
Stephen T. McFadden Instructor, Chemistry
B.S.. St. John's University
Ms.. Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Philip L. Mi Govern Instructor, Political Science
B A.. La Salle College
M.A., Villanova University
|ohn F. McNelis Assistant Professor. Industry
B.S., II. B. University of Pennsylvania
M.A.. Temple University
Ormond P. Macoretta Assistant Professor, Philosophy
B.A., St. Michael's College, University of Toronto
M.A.. University of Toronto
John A. Malone Lecturer, Chemistry
B.S.. Villanova University
Joseph G. Markmann. C.P.A. Associate Professor, Accounting
B.S., La Salle College
Brother William J. Martin, F.S.C. Assistant Professor, Theology
B.A., Catholic University
M.A., University of Pittsburgh
S.R.L., Pontifical Institute "Jesus Magister"
S.T.D., Lateran University, Rome
Thomas V. Matlsiak. Instructor, Theology
B.A., Iona College
M.A., University of Xotre Dame
H. Conrad Meyer Instructor, Economics
B.A., Ursinus College
M.A.. University of Pennsylvania
Joseph C. Mihalii ii Associate Professor, Philosophy
B.A.. M.A.. Duquesne University
Ph.D., Georgetown University
Brother Emery C. Mollenhauer, E.S.C. Associate Professor, English
B.A., Catholic University
M.A., Ph.D.. University of Pittsburgh
John T. Moon) -. Assistant Professor, Mathematics
B \.. La Salle College
B.S., University of Scranton
M.A.. Villanova University
Joseph P. Moonlv Associate Professor, Economics
B.A., La Salle College
M.A.. Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania
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Joseph L. Moran
B.A., La Salle College
MA. Middlebury College
(ii inn A. Morocco




B.S. in L.S., Drexel Institute of Technology
Brother Regis Mullen, F.S.C.
B.A., M.A., La Salle College
M.So, University of Notre Dame
John J. Mullov
B.S., St. Joseph's College
M.A.. University of Notre Dame
Edward
J.
Murphy, Jr., Captain. Arty.
B.S., Loyola College
Francis J. Nathans
B.A., La Salle College
M.A., University of Pennsylvania
E. Russell Nauchton
B.A., Providence College
M.A., Ph.D., Catholic University
Robert T. Ochser
B.A., University of Pennsylvania
Joseph P. O'Gradv
B.A., La Salle College
M.A., University of Notre Dame
Ph.D., Universit) of Pennsylvania
Michael A. O'Meara
B.A., Villanova University
Brother John O'Neill, F.S.C. . . .
B.A., Catholic University
MA., Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh
William O'Tooi.f.
B.A.. La S;ill,> College
M.A., University of Pennsylvania
Brother Gregory Paul, F.S.C.
B.S.. \l s , I'h.l).. Catholic University
LL.D., Villanova University
Brother Walter J. Paulits, ES.C.
B.A., Catholic Universit)
\1 V, Ph.D., University <>l Pittsburgh
John S. Penny
IV V. La Salle College
M.S., PhD.. University ol Pennsylvania
( .11 >rgi V Peri ecki
B.A., Universit} <>l Pennsylvania
M.A., Columbia I Iniversity
\l \KK (.. 1*1 1 IFFER








Lecturer, Theology and Anthropology
Assistant Professor, Military Science












R \"> MOND J. PlFRA II II SKI
B. A.. St. A.. Catholic University
Ph.D.. University of Ottawa
Thomas R. Phillips




Brotiifr William Ch inn. F.S.C.
B. V. La Salic College
M.A.. University of Notre Dame
M.S.. Ph.D.. Catholic University
Alan N. Rademan
B.s . Dickinson College





B.S., La Salle Coll.
MB. A.. University of Pittsburgh
Thomas Reu ste< k
B.S.. La Salle College




MA. MIX. University of Pennsylvania
\ \n< v Lee Riffe
B.A.. Agnes Scott College
M.A.. Radcliffe College
Ph.D., University of Kentucky
Brother Augustine Roberts. F.S.C.
B.A.. La Salle College
M.A., Duquesne University
M.A.. University of Pittsburgh
Daniel J. Rodden
B.A.. La Salle College
M.F.A., Catholic University
John J. Rooney
B.A., La Salle College
MA.. Ph.D., Temple University
John P. Rossi
B.A.. La Salle College
MA.. University of Notre Dame
Ph.D.. University of Pennsylvania
Leo D. Rudnytzky
B.A.. La Salle College
M.A.. University of Pennsylvania
Ph.D., University of Munich
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Reverend Regis Ryan, O.P. Assistant Professor, Theology
B.A., Providence College
S.T.B., S.T.L., Pontifical Institute of the Immaculate Conception
Bronisi vw S. Sadnicki Lecturer, Economics
Doctor of Economics and Commerce, University of Rome
Brother Gilbert Jude Sapone, F.S ( Assistant Professor, Classics
HA M.A.. La Salle College
M.l.itt , Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh
Reverend Charles G. Schaller. O.P. Instructor, Theology
B.A.. Providence College
S.T.B.. S.T.L., Pontifical Institute of the Immaculate Conception
A. Clydi Schock Lecturer, Mathematics
B.A.. MA. University of Pennsylvania
Frank J. Schreiner Assistant Professor, Psychology
B.S.. Millersville State College
Ed.M., Ed.D., Temple University
Tames F. Schrotz .Assistant Professor. French
B. V. La Salle College
M.A., Laval University
Brother Edward Patrick Sheekev, F.s ( Associate Professor, English
B.A., M.A., La Salle College
\i \s I Shost, Captain. Arty. Assistant Professor. Military Science
B.S., United States Military Academy
Stephen Silvasy, Colonel. Arty. Professor. Military Science
B.S.. United States Military Academy
Joseph W. Simmons Vssociate Professor, Physics
B.S.. M.S.. University of Notre Dame
John Alexander Smith Assistant Professor, Psychology
B.A., La Salle Colli
M.S., Pennsylvania State University
Ed.D.. Temple University
William C. Springer Assistant Professor. Philosophy
B A.. 1 oyola University ol Los ^ng< li s
Ph. I S I I .Gregorian University, Rome
Ph.D.. Rice University
Berikxm Strieb Assistant Professor. Physics
B.A., M.S.. University of Pennsylvania
Rj< ii \ k i > F. Strosser Associate Professor, Philosophy
B.A., 1 a Salle Colli gi
M.A., Catholii l Fniversity
Brother Nicholas Sullivan, F.S.C. Associate Professor, Biology
B. \.. Catholii I fniversity
M.S., University of Pittsburgh





i niversity ol Melbourne; University ol Kyoto; Notre Dame College, Pakistan;
I niversity ol (,<l>u. Ceylon; University "I s.m Carlos, Phillipines
Peter
f.
Sweeney Associate Professor, Accounting
B.S La Salle Collegi
M Ii \ . I Fniversity ol Pennsylvania
Willard Swej rSER \ssistant Professor, Mathematics
B.S., 1 nited States Naval Academy
MA. Purdue University
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t R. Swoyer Associate Professor, Marketing
H.S.. La Salle College
M.B. V. University oi Pennsylvania
Ralph Tekei Assistant Professor, Chemistry
B.S., Brooklyn Polytechnic institute
M.S., Ph.D., Purdue I niversit)
Ralph R. Thornton Assistant Professor, English
B.A.. Washington Colic
MA.. Ph.D.. University >>l Pennsylvania
Richard I). Tikiob, Major, Arm Assistant Professor. Military Science
li A l ui\< irsity oi Delaware
Reverend Joseph A. Travers, O.S.F.S. Assistant Professor, Theology
B.A.. Catholic University
S IK S.l 1 ... University of Fribourg, Switzerland
Brother Luke Tuppeny, F.S.C. Instructor, Theology
B.A., M.A., Catholic University
MA.. I .i Salic I
M.A.. University oi Notre Dame
Peter Vujacic Assistant Professor, Physics
Licence en Sciences, University of Strasbourg
Brother Tiiom \s Warner, F.S.C. Director of Library
B.A.. La Salle College
B.S. in L.S.. Drexel institute of Technology
Reverend Vincent J. Watson, O.P. Instructor, Theology
B. A.. University of Notre Dame
S.T.B.. S.T.I... Pontifical Institute of the Immaculate Conception
Robert F. Weinman, C.P.A. Assistant Professor, Accounting
B.S., La Salle College
Minna F. Weinstein Assistant Professor, History
B.A.. M.A.. Ph.D.. University of Maryland
Frank Wetzler Associate Professor, German
B.A., Villanova University
M.A.. Middle-bury College
Charles White Instructor, Music
Diploma. Staatsakademie fur Musik, Vienna
John Carroll White Instructor, Theology
B.A.. M.A.. Catholic University
Brother Philip Whitman. F.S.C. Assistant Professor, Accounting
B.S., Loyola College
M.A.. La Salle College
M.B. A.. University of Pennsylvania
Samuel J. Wiley distant Professor, Mathematics
B.S.. St. Joseph's College
M.A., Villanova University
Brother Raymond Wilson, F.S.C. Professor, Chemistry
B.A., University of Scranton
M.S., University of Pennsylvania
Ph.D.. Georgetown University
Melvin F. Woods Associate Professor, Finance
B.A.. St. Vincent's College
M.A., Temple University
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Reverend John E. Wrigley
A.B., M.A., St. Charles Seminary
M.A., Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania
Charles B. Wurtz
B.S., M.S., University of Pittsburgh
Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania
Harry Young
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Bank Loan Plan 29,30
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Chemistr) • 49-50
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College Administration 108-111
College Board Tests 22-25
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Comparative Literature 72




Course Numbering System 33
Credit, off-campus courses 40
Credit, Semester hour of 32
Cumulative Average 39
Degree Programs 13,93
Degree Requirements 4 1










Employment, Student 14, 28
English 57-59




Expenses, Residence Hall 29
Faculty 13,112-123
Fees. Installment-payment ol 30
Fees, Penalty 30
Fee, Pre-College Counseling 29
Finance 97-98
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I oreign Study 3 1
French 63-64
Freshman Composition Icsi 32
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History 73-75
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La Salle in Europe Program 34
Late Registration 27, 30
Latin 62
Law, Preparation for 45
Library H
Linguistics 61-7-
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Probation 40
I\\diology . . 84-86
Public Relations Administration 111









School ul Arts and Sciences 43 ff
School of Business Administration . 92 11






Student Organizations and Activities 15-16
Student Personnel Administration . 109
Summer School 34
Suspension .... 40
Teaching, Preparation for 45,55-56
Telephone Calls 27
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Yeai Abroad Program 34
Since this catalogue will be a necessary source of reference throughout your four
ears at I a Salle, it deserves a secure place on your bookshelf. Replacement o) lost
ises expenditures that should serve your education more directly.
While the announcements presented in these pages are as accurate as possible, the
College reserves the right to make such chat rcumstances require.
LA SALLI COLLEG1 CALENDAR 1967-68
Fai.i Si MESTER
1967 September
10 Freshman Residents Report
11-13 Registration for Upperclassmen
12-15 Orientation and Registration for Freshmen














8 Immaculate Conception (Holyday)






















Beginning of Classes, Second Semester
Mid-Semester Examinations
President's Holiday
Easter Recess begins Holy Thursday -1:30 P.M.
Classes Resume
ROTC Review (5th to 8th Periods)
Founder's Day (Holiday)
All Examinations
Ascension Day (No Holiday)
Commencement

